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Executive Summary

This report provides a technical analysis of eleven Android applications designed to be used by citizens as
part of the strategy to fight the COVID-19 pandemic. The services offered by such apps include contact tracing,
access to local information related to the pandemic, and the management of digital immunity passports (i.e.,
vaccination certificates or equivalent health-related documents) required to move across borders or to access
particular venues. Nine out of the eleven apps are official national apps, in the sense that they have been
developed by (or with the approval of) competent organizational units in their respective governments, such
as health authorities. These apps are intended to be deployed in Bahrain, Indonesia, The Netherlands, Chile,
Tunisia, Australia and Israel. The remaining two apps, IATA Travel Pass and CommonPass, have a global
scope, though the latter is mostly used in the United States. IATA Travel Pass is the official app developed by
the International Air Transport Association, and CommonPass has been developed by The Commons Project,
a non-profit public trust founded by the Rockefeller Foundation.
The technical analysis focuses on the potential privacy risks for citizens associated with the use of such
apps. Specifically, this report provides an assessment of the following elements: (i) the mechanism used to
manage digital COVID certificates and the architecture used for contact tracing, if any; (ii) the presence of
elements that can have a negative impact on users’ privacy, including the use of dangerous permissions, the
presence of third-party libraries with intrusive behaviors, the potential dissemination of personal data, and
the consistency of observed behaviors with statements found in the privacy policy; and (iii) components and
design choices that can affect the security of the app, such as the presence of potentially harmful behaviors or
an incorrect use of hosting and communication capabilities.
The main findings of this report are:
• We observe a widespread access by all apps to sensitive personal data, including not only user and
device identifiers commonly used for tracking, but also health-related information, biometric data and,
in many cases, geolocation. Some of this data is used to verify the user identity and the authenticity of
the immunity passport. However, this practice allows data recipients (e.g., governments or approved
authorities) to track users’ status and mobility patterns. We consider this as a serious privacy risk that
could enable function creep (i.e., usage of the collected data for purposes other than those for which
they were collected in the first place). Some apps acknowledge in their privacy policy that collected
data may be used for law-enforcement purposes.
• Five of the analyzed apps (i.e., SafeWA, BeAware, PeduliLindungi, CovidSafe and E7mi) include a
functionality for contact tracing / exposure notification. None of them rely on privacy-respectful
decentralized approaches. One of such apps (PeduliLindungi) acknowledges in its privacy policy that
users’ location is collected by a commercial third party who also gets access to the data, though the
purposes of such third party are unclear.
• Seven of the apps (i.e., BeAware, PeduliLindungi, IATA Travel Pass, CommonPass, Ramzor, CoronaCheck
and Scanner-Voor-Coronacheck) include a functionality to manage digital COVID certificates. IATA
and CommonPass provide custom certificates that are issued in agreement with specified testing
and vaccination providers. They are mostly focused for traveling and they correlate health status
with requirements on the destination for the validity of the pass. CoronaCheck and Scanner-VoorCoronacheck allow to store and read both national and EU digital COVID certificates. Ramzor provides
a valid national pass to access various facilities within the country of Israel, and BeAware shows a
green COVID-19 vaccination shield along with a certificate with personal data. Finally, PeduliLindungi
allows user to scan their certificates and store them in the app, so these can be showed when accessing
relevant facilities.
• All apps implement other functionalities related to COVID-19, such as services offering official information about the pandemic or locating nearby pharmacies or health centers. These services are generally
based on the collection of personal data with unclear purposes. One app (CoronApp) allows users to
share their address and photo with a neighbor to request help, a functionality that can be abused.
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• We observe a predominant use of third party libraries intended for user tracking and monitoring. Only
two of the analyzed apps (CoronaCheck and Scanner-Voor-Coronacheck) do not perform tracking.
CovidSafe also tracks users, but this is clearly stated and justified in the privacy policy. The remaining
apps rely on common tracking services such as Google Firebase, but we also observe the presence of
other third-party libraries with unclear privacy policies. The case of the Ramzor app is unique since it
conducts tracking using its own implementation and servers.
• We observe deficiencies in terms of transparency. Despite many of these being official apps, at the
time of this writing only three of them (CovidSafe, CoronaCheck and Scanner-Voor-Coronacheck)
have made public their source code for public scrutiny. Two of the apps (SafeWA and CoronApp) are
implemented using the Flutter framework, which makes its analysis difficult, and most apps use various
anti-analysis techniques, such as code obfuscation or detection of analysis sandboxes.
• Even if conducting a security assessment is not the main focus of this report, during our analysis we
observe some deficient security practices that result in critical vulnerabilities, such as embedded API
keys and exposed administration panels. These findings are particularly concerning since they might
facilitate access to all user data collected through the apps by a malicious actor. Some apps also include
behaviors that lower the barrier for potential abuses, such as installing an arbitrary third-party app.
The findings here reported constitute a description of technical elements found in the apps and their
potential impact on users’ privacy. They are not intended to be used as a legal or ethical assessment of
the examined systems. Transparency and legal aspects (including, e.g., the completeness of privacy policies
with respect to applicable regulatory provisions, the adequacy of consent forms, or questions related to data
retention, sharing, and processing) are out of the scope of this report.
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COVID-19 AND MOBILE APPS

Part I of this report analyzed multiple initiatives for contact tracing and exposure notification
based on the use of mobile apps. These apps were designed and adopted in different countries
during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic. Centralized appoaches (either location- or
proximity-based) raised numerous concerns from privacy advocators and regulators worldwide.1
In contrast, decentralized schemes such as DP-3T2 are aligned with the privacy-by-design principle
and received support by the main mobile platforms via the Google/Apple Exposure Notification
(GAEN) Application Programming Interface (API). Many countries, however, do not follow such
privacy standards and opted for more intrusive alternatives. We refer the reader to the first part of
this report for a detailed account on how different contact-tracing architectures have been adopted
in different countries.3
1.1

Digital Health Passport Apps

As the COVID-19 pandemic entered a more advanced stage, countries looked at alternatives to
alleviate restrictions imposed on free movement and reactivate economic sectors shuttered by
lockdown policies. The availability of vaccines and tests to determine the COVID-19 status of an
individual were identified as key instruments to reopen society. Thus, citizens in possession of a
proof-of-vaccination certificate or a negative test were given a so-called “immunity passport” that
grants the holder free movement for a number of otherwise restricted activities, such as returning
to their workplaces, traveling, entering restaurants and shopping malls, or attending conferences
and sport events.
These policies incentivized the creation of apps intended to provide secure and verifiable versions
for the digital versions of such immunity passports. Users of these apps first register by providing
some identity details (for instance, their name, email, or phone number) and then load into the
app, either from their local records or by downloading it from a service provider (e.g., a testing
laboratory or a health authority), negative COVID test results, vaccination records, or any other
proof of health status with respect to COVID-19. Hundreds of proposals for vaccine passports and
COVID status apps have been proposed so far worldwide.4 A March 2021 survey5 identified up to
73 digital health certificate apps and 120 contact tracing apps available in 71 countries.
1.2

Risks

Using immunity passports, especially in their digital form, is not exempt from criticism. Recent analyses have discussed their limitations in terms of their efficacy and the risks they pose, particularly
as a techno-solutionist move that can exacerbate existing inequalities.6 Researchers and privacy
advocates have also raised important questions related to the security and privacy of such apps
and their underlying infrastructure. One key issue is that these apps have been been developed too
quickly and without any reference architecture that could guide their design. This has translated
1 https://edpb.europa.eu/our-work-tools/our-documents/ohjeet/guidelines-042020-use-location-data-and-contact-

tracing-tools_en
2 https://github.com/DP-3T
3 https://www.awo.agency/latest/covid-19-app-project/
4 International monitor: vaccine passports and COVID status apps. Ada Lovelace Institute. https://www.adalovelaceinstitute
.org/project/international-monitor-vaccine-passports-covid-status-apps/
5 https://www.top10vpn.com/research/covid-19-digital-rights-tracker
6 S. Milan, M. Veale, L. Taylor, S. Gürses. “Promises Made to Be Broken: Performance and Performativity in Digital Vaccine
and Immunity June 2021 , pp. 382 - 392 Certification.” European Journal of Risk Regulation, vol. 12, pp. 382-392, 2021. DOI:
https://doi.org/10.1017/err.2021.26
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into many developers producing apps based on weak designs that have flaws of varying degrees of
concern.
One aspect that has been found problematic across many apps is the mechanism used by the app
to validate a proof-of-vaccination and determine that it is valid. NYS Excelsior Pass Wallet—an app
developed by New York State–was found to allow users to introduce forged vaccine credentials as
these were not validated.7 Accepting forged vaccination records is a vulnerability that has been
found in many other apps, including Quebec’s VaxiCode Verif,8 Australia’s Express Plus Medicare,9
and the EU certificate’s German version.10 On a related topic, the problems associated with verifying
a user’s identity globally and their associated vaccination records led many stakeholders (e.g., the
IATA, the COVID-19 Credentials Initiative, or the Vaccination Credential Initiative) to develop the
idea of open source verifiable credentials.11 This, however, has been pointed out as an “overkill” by
some researchers, and also raises major privacy concerns.
Vaccination verification systems often collect sensitive personal data of millions of people in
order to adequately identify the user and validate its vaccination status. If not designed with privacy
requirements in mind, this task can easily result in a system that collects and stores too much
sensitive info and that interfaces with national vaccination databases and other health-related
services with medical records. Without adequate security protections, these systems can be abused
and the information can be leaked. This has already happened in some countries like Indonesia,
where the COVID-19 vaccine certificate of the president of the republic was leaked online on
September 2021, the same week as a data breach affecting 1.3 million users of the official app.12
Other privacy concerns are caused by the fact that COVID passports apps often provide extra
services related to the pandemic status, including contact tracing / exposure notification. Some of
such services are based on trusting the app with sensitive personal data, including geolocation,
list of contacts, or documents stored in the phone. In some cases, developers rely on third parties
for the provision of such services, either for hosting backend servers or by embedding in the app
Software Development Kits (SDK) that might provide access to sensitive data to a third party for
commercial purposes.
In order to minimize privacy risks, COVID passports apps should follow the standard principles
that guide privacy-by-design systems:
(1) Data minimization. Passports apps should collect as little information as possible to offer
their services. In particular, they should collect only information that is strictly necessary to
verify the user’s vaccination status.
(2) Limitation of purpose. Users should have solid guarantees that information collected will
not be used for purposes other than those offered by the service. In particular, sensitive
private information should not be shared with third parties.
(3) Informed consent. The apps should include a clear privacy policy that provide users with
all the information needed to make informed decisions about whether to use it or not. It
should also include information about how to opt out, the data sharing practices, how data is
protected, and any other standard element required by a privacy policy under regulations
such as the European GDPR.
7 https://research.nccgroup.com/2021/09/01/technical-advisory-new-york-state-vaccine-passport-credential-forgery/
8 https://www.welivesecurity.com/2021/08/31/flaw-quebec-vaccine-passport-vaxicode-verif-analysis/
9 https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2021-08-23/covid-19-vaccine-certificates-forged-in-10-minutes/100390578
10 https://www.dw.com/en/security-flaws-uncovered-in-eu-vaccination-passport/a-58129016
11 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-03-24/covid-19-vaccine-passports-face-security-concerns-technical-

glitches
12 https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/privacy-alarm-indonesia-over-presidents-leaked-vaccine-certificate-2021-

09-03/
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(4) Transparency. The apps code and other artifacts, such as design documentation, should be
public to facilitate public scrutiny.
(5) Best development practices. Apps should be developed following the highest available
standards to minimize security risks.
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REPORT OBJECTIVES

The objective of this report is to analyze the privacy risks of the following Covid-19 applications:
Application

Package Name

Country

BeAware
PeduliLindungi
IATA Travel Pas
CommonPass
CoronApp
CovidSafe
SafeWA
CoronaCheck
Scanner voor CoronaCheck
E7MI
Ramzor

bh.bahrain.corona.tracker
com.telkom.tracencare
org.iata.tpa
org.thecommonsproject.android.commonpass
cl.gob.digital.coronapp
au.gov.health.covidsafe
au.gov.wa.health.SafeWA
nl.rijksoverheid.ctr.holder
nl.rijksoverheid.ctr.verifier
tn.onmne.e7mi
com.moh.alert.ramzor

Bahrain
Indonesia
Global
Global
Chile
Australia
Australia
Netherlands
Netherlands
Tunisia
Israel

Specifically, we perform an analysis along the following dimensions:
(1) Functional assessment of the Android apps: We investigate the COVID-19 related features implemented in the by each Android application (e.g., distributed or centralized contacttracing, or the way a digital COVID passport is managed within the app) as well as the
underlying technologies implemented (e.g., to discover neighboring devices, to integrate
health status information or to identify certificate owners).
(2) Privacy assessment: This block consists of the following assessments:
• Permission analysis and assessment, including the use of custom permissions.
• Presence of third-party libraries and software components, providing a description of their
purpose and the organization providing the service.
• Assessment of potential personal data dissemination and the organizations collecting such
data. We pay special interest to the detection of the dissemination of unique users identifiers
(UUIDs), like the IMEI, national IDs or emails, and geolocation data.
• Network flows and data dissemination to third party servers, including (when possible) the
data sent and the recipients.
• A brief assessment of the completeness of privacy policies from a technical perspective,
including the analysis of potential inconsistencies between privacy policies and observed
behavior to inform a proper legal assessment by expert partners.
(3) Security assessment: This analysis focuses on the detection of potentially harmful behaviors
(e.g., presence of malicious code or attempts to gain privileged system access according to
external AV engines, or the open exposure of administration panels). Additionally, we will
report the organizations providing support on the cloud (e.g., hosting providers and their
approximate geo-location) and the correct use of networking protocols (e.g., use of encrypted
protocols like HTTPS to upload sensitive data).
To answer these questions, we use existing and validated methodologies proposed by previous
academic research efforts in the area of mobile privacy and security, particularly static and dynamic
analysis tools (see Section 3).
Disclaimer: This report is a exclusively a technical analysis of the apps grounded on scientific
principles and it is not intended to be a legal and ethical assessment of each analyzed sample.
Transparency and legal aspects such as the completeness of privacy policies according to any
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applicable regulatory provisions, data collection purposes, completeness and aptness of consent
forms, and aspects related to data retention and data sharing are outside the scope of this report.
2.1

How to interpret the results

The document is structured as follows. Section 3 describes the details of the methodology followed,
including how the analysis is conducted, the tools use,d and the limitations of each method. Then,
Section 4 provides background and general information of the analysis, which helps to understand
technical details of each individual report and also get an overall picture of the applications.
Specifically, it describes the different contact-tracing implementations, like GAEN, and the common
mechanisms observed to integrate health certificates (Section 4.1); the personal and sensitive
data types exposed in the apps (Section 4.2); the permission model in Android and the different
permissions observed across the apps (Section 4.3); the third-party components that might be
included in the applications (Section 4.4) and finally a description of networking considerations,
including a diagram of the flows observed from the apps to external third-party hosts (Section 4.5).
Individual reports for each app are provided in separate Appendixes. Each of these reports is
(generally) structured in 7 sections:
(1) App metadata. Provides an overview about the app, like the fingerprint, package name,
developer, versions, etc.
(2) App Overview. Describe app features as reported by official documentation and also observations from the analysis, including development notes (e.g., whether the app is open-source
or not, or if its code is obfuscated or incorporates anti-analysis techniques).
(3) Permission Analysis. Describes of the permissions requested and discussion about those
that might pose a privacy threat, including where in the app are being used, also attempting
to contextualize for what purposes.
(4) Third-party SDKs and Libraries. Lists the external libraries included, and discussion about
those that might be used for tracking purposes.
(5) Hostnames and networking protocols. Analyses the network flows observed during
dynamic analysis, whether these are secured or not with the use of TLS-level standards, and
also the potential hostnames being contacted.
(6) Personal data dissemination. Describes the personal and identifiable data potentially
leaked, and where these data is being sent.
(7) Summary. Provides a general summary of the key findings with regard to each app from
the technical perspective, and also contextualizing with the privacy policy and official documentation about the app.
Finally, we provide general recommendations of privacy-by-design development in Appendix L.
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METHODOLOGY

The research and industry communities rely on two fundamental methodologies to conduct mobile
application analysis from a privacy perspective: static analysis and dynamic analysis. In order to
help the reader to contextualize the rest of this section and the results reported in this document,
we provide a high-level description of each approach, including their limitations:
• Static analysis. Static software analysis is the analysis of computer software that is performed without actually executing programs, i.e., by inspecting the code. In some cases, the
source code of the apps is not available and it thus requires analyzing the compiled object
code. This is the case of most of the apps studied in this report (only 3 out of 11 release the
source code). Static analysis can be performed automatically by using purpose-built tools—
which incorporate rules and heuristics designed to detect either specific behaviors or general
features—, or manually by human analysis—a more time-demanding process depending on
the size and complexity of the app to be studied. Unfortunately, static analysis presents
several limitations as in the case of developers making use of code obfuscation —a technique
for creating object code that is difficult for humans to understand—before releasing the app.
Additionally, static analysis techniques can produce false positives, as many code paths and
features might not be triggered in runtime (i.e., dead or legacy code). This report makes use
of both strategies to draw a more accurate and complete picture of the contact tracing apps
being studied.
• Dynamic analysis. Dynamic program analysis is the analysis of computer software that is
performed by executing programs on a real device or testing environment (e.g., an emulator or
an instrumented sandbox). For dynamic program analysis to be effective, the target program
must be executed with sufficient test inputs (or manual interaction) to trigger as many app
features and behaviors as possible. While running, the program is monitored to identify how
it behaves, including at the network traffic level. While dynamic analysis produces actual
evidence of apps’ behavior, it can fail at identifying many behaviors of interest which may
be left undiscovered. As in the case of static analysis, developers can make use of anti-testing
techniques to identify adversarial environments or techniques such as certificate pinning
and certificate transparency13 to protect the app against network observers who can perform
traffic analysis.
It is known and accepted that the use of these methodologies might render inconclusive results
due to the use of anti-analysis techniques by application developers (thus impeding reliable code
analysis), or the use of techniques like certificate pinning (thus impeding traffic analysis). As a
result, we combine both approaches in order to detect and report as many behaviors as possible
without increasing significantly the number of false positives.
3.1

Ethical considerations

Given the sensitivity of the applications analyzed in this report, we decided to follow the highest
ethical standards when conducting dynamic analysis tests. In particular:
• We do not stimulate the applications with data that could potentially compromise the integrity
and data quality of the system (e.g., by registering and interacting as fake COVID-19 users).
• We do not attempt to register in those applications that require user registration and/or
authentication, with or without fake credentials.
13 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Certificate_Transparency
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• We do not perform any pentesting-like analysis to identify whether data is stored correctly
on the servers or if it could be potentially exposed to malicious actors due to unprotected
servers and poor development and security practices. These practices are indeed illegal in
certain countries if they are not notified beforehand.
3.2

Tools

To help in the analysis of Android applications, we combine the complementary insights offered by
the following tools:
• LibRadar.14 LibRadar is an open source tool developed to detect the presence of third-party
libraries on mobile apps, also reporting the name of the SDK and its purpose. While the
developers claim that the tool is obfuscation-resilient, we identified numerous cases in which
the tool failed at reporting SDKs. This could be caused by apps making use of obfuscation
techniques or because LibRadar’s SDKs fingerprints have not been updated. To overcome this
limitation, we complement the results provided by LibRadar with manual code inspection.
• NinjaDroid.15 It is an open-source tool that is based on Androguard’s reverse engineering
tool.16 NinjaDroid provides analysts with information extracted from the APK package such
as metadata, found URLs and shell commands hard-coded in the apps, and file entries.
• Jadx.17 It is an open-source tool for producing Java source code from Android apk files. It is
used to decompile the application and perform code inspection.
• Apktool.18 As in the case of Jadx, Apktool is a popular open-source tool for reverse engineer
and analyze Android apps.
• Analysis sandbox. We use a mobile threat intelligence platform that allows to run apps in an
instrumented execution environment and observe actual behaviors. It also provides valuable
static analysis tools. The platform is hosted in a Central European country and thus the
observed behaviors are those that a user from that location might observe. We note that there
is a possibility that the observations collected when running the apps from this vantage point
might be different from those that could have been gathered in a different country.
• Wireshark.19 It is a free and open-source traffic interception tool and analyzer. It allows to
parse and visualize the network traffic and packets’ content, both in real time as the traffic
traverses the network interface, and also for offline analysis of traffic captured previously
and stored in PCAP format. We use this tool to analyze the traffic exchanged between the
applications and the different network servers as reported by the sandbox. We note that this
content can be analyzed if the traffic is not encrypted.
• OpenSSL.20 OpenSSL is a fully-featured toolkit for general-purpose cryptography and secure
communication. It allows to extract information gathered from the certificates received by
the hosts that apps might contact, which allows us to understand the entity owning the a
contacted endpoint. Concretely, we use the Python wrapper M2Crypto21 to programatically
interact with OpenSSL.

14 https://pypi.org/project/LibRadar/
15 https://github.com/rovellipaolo/NinjaDroid
16 https://androguard.readthedocs.io
17 https://github.com/skylot/jadx
18 https://ibotpeaches.github.io/Apktool/
19 https://www.wireshark.org/
20 https://www.openssl.org/
21 https://pypi.org/project/M2Crypto/
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• ipWhois.22 WHOIS is a query/response protocol that allows to query databases that provide
registrar information for various network resources, e.g., IP addresses or domains.23 . In our
analyses, we have relied on the Python ipWhois library, which allows to interact with the
WHOIS protocol to get the information from the IPs contacted by the apps.
We complement and enhance the observations gathered through these tools with custom analysis
scripts and rules to process the data by automatic means, obtain actual evidence of apps’ behavior
and correlate the information gathered from various sources (e.g., dynamic analysis and static
analysis data)

22 https://pypi.org/project/ipwhois/
23 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WHOIS
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TERMINOLOGY, GLOSSARY AND TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS
Technical background

In this study, we analyze eleven applications designed to help in the strategy against the COVID19 pandemic. Five of them are intended for contact-tracing of positive cases (SafeWA, BeAware,
PeduliLindungui,CovidSafe and E7mi). Seven of them allow to manage, store, and/or scan certificates
that include COVID-related health data or the vaccinaiton status of the owner (BeAware, PeduliLindungi, IATA Travel Pass, CommonPass, Ramzor, CoronaCheck and Scanner-Voor-Coronacheck).
Finally, one of the analyzed apps (CoronApp) provides miscellaneous functionality, such as reporting symptoms to get a risk status or requesting online assistance. Many of the apps studied in
this report implement features and offer services that go beyond those needed for contact tracing
or managing digital COVID certificates. In some cases, those are complementary services like
self-diagnosing tools, real-time data, official recommendations and guidelines, or safe passes. We
discuss each case on a case-by-case basis in the individual app reports.
4.1.1 Contact-tracing. Contact-tracing apps allow two nearby devices to track each other. Proximitybased approaches rely on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) to sense the presence of a nearby device
and exchange information about each other. Depending on how data exchanged is managed, the
architecture is either centralized (where a central server has access to contact logs and is responsible for processing and informing the clients of contacts) or decentralized, where contact logs
are kept stored in local devices. The four apps analyzed in this report implement a centralized
model, and only one app (CovidSafe) uses a third party library, the Herald Protocol.24 . This is a
centralized protocol that provides efficiency and efficacy improvements to detect all neighboring
devices. The other three apps (PeduliLindungui, BeAware and E7mi) implement their own custom
contact-tracing method.
Contrarily to the findings of Phase I of this project, this time we did not find any application
using the Google-Apple Exposure Notification (GAEN) API, a decentralized solution that follows
high privacy practices. GAEN is available in devices running Android 6.0 or iOS 13.5 or newer, and
it is kept updated by official sources from Apple and Google (i.e., OS system updates and Google
Play Services). Also, we did not found any application making use of DP-3T25 (decentralized) open
source-solution, nor BlueTrace, an centralized open-source solution developed by the Singaporean
Government.26 .
4.1.2 Digital COVID Certificates. A digital COVID certificate is an electronic document that
certifies that the holder either has been vaccinated against COVID-19, tested negative, or has
recovered from the disease. There are no standard formats defined to provide such certificates,
and each app can chose to implement its own version. A common approach is to provide the
certificate as a QR code (e.g., CoronaCheck or Ramzor), which in the case of the Dutch app is
digitally signed by the issuer (either the national government or the EU) using a private key. A
scanner willing to read such a QR must have the associated public key. Other apps implement
custom solutions. Among those studied in this report, IATA Travel Pass relies on so-called verified
credentials. These are built on the device upon the integration of data from multiple sources (e.g.,
laboratories providing test results, information gathered from users’ passports, or the restrictions
details of the travel destination), and provide a proof of validity to enter a region, without the need
to provide further identity details. Common Pass relies on SMART Health cards, which are directly
provided by compatible labs and vaccination providers and can be scanned by the app to generate
24 https://heraldprox.io/docs
25 https://github.com/DP-3T/
26 https://bluetrace.io/
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the digital certificate. Finally, BeAware allows to include test results or vaccination reports, and
shows a green shield together with a certificate with the personal details of the owner. Finally,
PeduliLindungi allows to scan certificates and provide a health status report together with personal
data when requested. Analyzing the security of such verification systems is out of the scope of this
report.
4.2

Personal and sensitive data types

Personally Identifiable Information (PII) is defined as any information which can be used to
distinguish or trace an individual’s identity.27 This section provides a definition of sensitive data
types as well as PII types identified during the inspection of the apps.
User and Device IDs. We group together in this category any sensitive personal information that
could identify the user or the device uniquely at a global scale. We identified the following data
types during our analysis:
• ANDROID_ID (AID). This value is a semi-persistent 64-bit hexadecimal string which is
unique to each combination of app-signing key, user, and device. As a result, it allows
identifying users uniquely within the app. However, in previous Android versions it was a
unique ID per device thus allowing the identification of users across all their installed apps. 28
29 . As a result, the privacy implications of requesting this ID depend on the Android operating
system version running on user devices. This ID is not protected by any Android permission.
• Name and surname. Many COVID-19 applications request users to register and introduce
their name and family name. This corresponds to the owner of the phone or the user of the
app. Requesting this data type could be considered privacy-intrusive, as it allows uniquely
identifying the user.
• National ID number. Some COVID-19 applications require users to provide a valid national
id number, e.g., to register to a central contact-tracing service, or to link a health passport
with its owner. This value identifies uniquely a citizen at a regional, state or country-level.
• Email. This is a unique identifier that many apps require or request, e.g., when sending bug
information or requesting technical assistance. In most cases, this value corresponds to the
owner of the phone’s email address.
• Phone number. This is the phone number associated with the SIM card that is installed
on the phone. This value could be extracted programmatically by COVID-19 apps or could
be requested with a text box in the user interface. This information is often requested to
perform two-factor authentication.
• Passport data. Various apps providing digital COVID certificates request access to the
internal data stored in the passports, such as home address, citizenship or the citizens’ photos.
Depending on the passport, this can be obtained either scanning a Machine Readable Zone
(MRZ) or through Near-Field Communication (NFC).
• Personal photo. To provide proof-of-identity, some apps require users to take a photo of
themselves, so it can be matched against the one stored in the passport. Also, we observe some
one app (CoronApp, from Chile) which asks users to take and share a photo of themselves
when requesting help from neighbors in an emergency situation.
27 https://www.osec.doc.gov/opog/privacy/PII_BII.html
28 https://developer.android.com/reference/android/provider/Settings.Secure
29 https://developer.android.com/training/articles/user-data-ids
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Online identifiers and other device information. According to European General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR),30 some online identifiers can be used to identify persons. These include IP
addresses, web cookies or Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags, (e.g., Bluetooth beacons,
as discussed below). Indeed, some apps collect hardware, platform, and network identifiers that
help fingerprinting the device, such as the device model, the Android version or the mobile service
provider. These may leave traces which, when combined with unique identifiers and other information received by the servers, may be used to create profiles of the natural persons and identify
them.
Geolocation. Android allows application developers to programmatically retrieve the geolocation
of a given device (and user) through the permission-protected Geolocation API (see the permission
description in the next section).
Location information consists of either fine-grained GPS coordinates or other information—
mainly associated with network infrastructure components like base stations or WiFi Access points—
that would allow the recipient to infer the user’s location (e.g., SSID or BSSID of the WiFi AP or base
station IDs). In fact, Android offers two geolocation sensors: (i) GPS (accurate or fine-grained), and
(ii) network-based positioning (less accurate or coarse-grained). These sensors allow the platform to
provide geo-location data regardless of the specific device context (i.e., whether the user is indoors
without GPS coverage, or outdoors). Geo-location data is considered as highly sensitive as it could
reveal users’ habits, home address, workplace data, and even religious beliefs (i.e., place of worship).
It is, as a result, a protected data type in most privacy regulations.
Bluetooth beacons. By definition, contact tracing applications need to exchange keys and IDSs with
nearby devices. These IDs could be persistent in time (i.e., always associated with a given device,
such as the bluetooth MAC address) or dynamic (i.e., ephemeral identifiers that keep rotating).
Depending on the contact-tracing architecture implemented by the app, these values could be shared
with the other devices using Bluetooth Low Energy interfaces, or with the cloud servers through
wifi or the mobile operator network. These IDs might not pose any privacy risk by themselves, but
they require attention when applications also request unique user IDs or geo-location data.
Recent contacts. Some apps might request to manually enter a list of persons with whom the user
has been recently in close contact, and also relatives. Collected data can include any item that can
be used to identify the person, such as their names, email or phone numbers. The collection of such
data can be considered privacy intrusive, since it reveals part of the user’s social graph.
4.3

Android Permission Analysis

Smartphones store sensitive personal data about users, including their location, sensor data about
their surroundings, and their social interactions. To reduce the privacy risks of giving apps unfettered access to sensitive user data, Android implements permission-based mechanisms to regulate
how applications can access protected data and features.31 App developers must declare their intent
to access permission-protected resources (e.g., access to contacts, camera, or location data) in their
applications by including them in their applications’ AndroidManifest.xml file. Indeed, every
Android app must have such a file that describes essential aspects of the application, including
package name, permissions, and hardware and software features that it requires, including (in some
cases) third-party libraries.32
30 https://gdpr.eu/recital-30-online-identifiers-for-profiling-and-identification/
31 https://developer.android.com/training/basics/permissions
32 https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro
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The Android Open Source Project (AOSP) defines a standard set of permissions that are supported
by most Android devices. These permissions are categorized by Android’s documentation as normal
and signature permissions (granted at install-time) and dangerous (granted at runtime) by their
potential privacy or security risk:33
• Normal permissions. According to Android’s official documentation, normal “permissions
allow access to data and actions that extend beyond your app’s sandbox. However, the data
and actions present very little risk to the user’s privacy, and the operation of other apps”. The
Internet permission is an example of normal permission.
• Signature permissions. If the app declares a signature permission that another app has defined
(i.e., it is a custom permission, as described below), and if the two apps are signed by the same
certificate, then the system grants the permission to the first app at install time. Otherwise,
that first app cannot be granted the permission.
• Dangerous permissions. Permissions falling in this category can give apps additional access to
restricted data (e.g., unique user identifiers or geo-location), and to perform restricted actions
that might affect the system and other apps. Developers must request access at runtime
before accessing these restricted data or resources, and users must grant them access.
A remarkable feature of the Android permission system is its extensibility. The Android framework allows any app developer (or Android device manufacturer) to define custom permissions,
which can be requested by other application developers. By defining custom permissions, an app can
share its resources and capabilities with other apps. However, these permissions are not necessarily
documented and their purpose can be difficult to assess. The reason for that is that it requires access
to the other application that exposes this permission, and even in such cases, it might be difficult to
identify which type of resource they are protecting.
The following subsections provide and document all the Android permissions identified in the
applications, grouped in two categories: AOSP permissions and custom permissions. We discuss
their purpose (if known) as well as their potential—legitimate or not—usages in contact tracing and
immunity passports applications . Further details will be provided in each application’s individual
reports.
4.3.1 AOSP permissions. The table below depicts the normal, signature, and “dangerous” permissions—those requiring user approval—that the studied Android apps had requested.
Permission
android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows applications to access information about network
interfaces (e.g., available mobile network, or WiFi AP).
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Allows applications to know whether a network
interface is available, as well as its status (e.g., radio signal). This could allow apps to
know whether they have network access prior establishing a network communication.
android.permission.ACCESS_NOTIFICATION_POLICY
• General Usage / Purpose: This permission allows applications to access the
notification policy, which represents the filtering rules defined for the user to
allow/block notifications.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: This could be used to turn on/off notifications for
the app without requiring the use of the built-in notification manager

33 https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/permissions/overview
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android.permission.BLUETOOTH
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows applications to discover and connect to paired
Bluetooth devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: This permission is critical for contact-tracing apps
as it will allow them to discover and communicate with other neighboring devices. We
have not observed this behavior being used in Immunity passport apps.
android.permission.BLUETOOTH_ADMIN
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows applications to discover and pair with neighboring
bluetooth devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Same implications as the BLUETOOTH permission.
android.permission.FLASHLIGHT
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows the app to control the flashlight.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: This is required if the app integrates functionality
to use the device camera with flash. In the case of immunity passport, this is justified to
scan documents with sufficient quality.
android.permission.FOREGROUND_SERVICE
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows a regular application to use
Service.startForeground, which is needed to give application’s services (processes
running in the background) the ability to run with the same CPU scheduling as other
application components running in the foreground (e.g., User-interface components).
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: There is nothing particularly concerning from a
mere privacy or security standpoint.
android.permission.INTERNET
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows applications to open network connections to
communicate with other devices or online services over the Internet.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Uploading/downloading data to/from back-end
servers supporting the service, and third-party components.
android.permission.NFC
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows applications to perform input and output
operations over the Near-Field Communication Protocol, which allows two devices at a
low distance (i.e., less than 4cm) to directly communicate through radio signals.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: In Immunity Passport apps (e.g., the IATA Travel
Pass), this is used to scan digital data from users’ Passport using NFC.
android.permission.RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED
• General Usage / Purpose: This permission allows the application to be launched
automatically on boot, without any user interaction.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Allows performing the contact-tracing capabilities
as soon as the device boots up.
android.permission.REQUEST_IGNORE_BATTERY_OPTIMIZATIONS
• General Usage / Purpose: Permission that allows app developers to whitelist their
application for battery optimization, thus it is not subject to performance degradation.
Android recommends a careful use of this permission due to the potential impact it
might have in the battery life.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Similar to the WAKE_LOCK permission.
android.permission.REQUEST_INSTALL_PACKAGES
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows an application to request installing packages. This
is usually the case where the application need to update itself, and also to install third
party software.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: This permission is neither needed for contact
tracing nor Immunity passports. It is requested by one applications (SafeWA) due the
integration of a third-party library (see details in the Appendix).
android.permission.USE_BIOMETRIC
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows an app to use device supported biometric
modalities, such as face-recognition or fingerprint scanning.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: This is used by one app (i.e., IATA Travel Pass) to
conduct biometric authentication in a proof-of-identity process
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android.permission.USE_FINGERPRINT
• General Usage / Purpose: Deprecated in modern versions of Android, serves the
same purpose as USE_BIOMETRIC
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: same as USE_BIOMETRIC.
android.permission.USE_FULL_SCREEN_INTENT
• General Usage / Purpose: Required for apps that might need to display an urgent,
time-sensitive message in full screen (e.g., for an incoming call or for a time-alarm).
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: According to Google: “Notifications containing
full-screen intents are substantially intrusive, so it’s important to use this type of
notification only for the most urgent, time-sensitive messages.”. This could be the case in
contact-tracing if the app detects a nearby positive.
android.permission.VIBRATE
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows access to the vibrator.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Notifying users.
android.permission.WAKE_LOCK
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows applications to use PowerManager WakeLocks to
keep processor from sleeping or screen from dimming.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: It will allow applications to remain active in the
background, which is needed to discover and communicate with other neighboring
devices continuously. It might have power-draining implications if not used correctly.
android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION
• General Usage / Purpose: According to Android’s official documentation, this
permission allows an app to access user location by using GPS.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: It can have concerning privacy implications, as it
can allow applications not only to know with whom a given user has been in close
proximity, but also where. The use of geo-location data in Contact-tracing applications
has been extensively discouraged by many reports and development guidelines due to
their intrusive nature. For example, apps using Google’s and Apple’s Exposure
Notification API are prohibited from collecting location data. None of the apps from this
report, though, use GAEN, and we refer the reader to the application’s reports in the
Appendixes for a discussion of the usages of this permission in specific apps.
android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION
• General Usage / Purpose: According to Android’s official documentation, this
permission allows an app to access approximate location (i.e., through network
positioning).
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Same privacy implications as the
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION permission. See application’s reports for a discussion of the
usages of this permission in specific apps
android.permission.ACCESS_BACKGROUND_LOCATION
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows applications to access location in the background
(i.e., even when the users are not interacting with the app)
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Same privacy implications as the
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION permission. See application’s reports for a discussion of the
usages of this permission in specific apps.
android.permission.ACCESS_MEDIA_LOCATION
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows an application to access any geographic locations
persisted in the user’s shared collection. It does so by accessing redacted Exif metadata
from photos. The app requires explicit user consent in order to gain access to this
information.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: This permission is not needed for Covid-19 purposes
since it provides persistent rather than online location. See the corresponding individual
report for a discussion of the usage of this permission in the PeduliLindungi app.
android.permission.ACTIVITY_RECOGNITION
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows an application to recognize physical activity, using
the various motion sensors of the devices. For example, this is used to detect the user’s
step count, or classify whether the user is walking, running or cycling.
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• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: This permission is not needed for Covid-19
purposes since the activity of the user is irrelevant both for contact-tracing and
Immunity Passports. See the corresponding individual report for a discussion of the
usage of this permission in the BeAware Bahrain app.
android.permission.CAMERA
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows accessing the camera.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: It might not be needed for implementing basic
contact-tracing features. But indeed, it is needed to scan QR codes or other formats for
the reports in Immunity Passports.
android.permission.READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows an application to read from external storage (e.g.,
SDCard). It allows reading information from shared storage. It can have potential
security and privacy implications as apps holding this permission can have access to
sensitive user data stored in the device (e.g., pictures, or documents).
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Access to this permission is not needed to
implement contact-tracing applications, but might be justified for Immunity Passports
apps (e.g., to store certificates in the main device storage). See application’s reports for a
discussion of the usages of this permission in specific apps.
android.permission.READ_CALENDAR
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows an application to read the user’s calendar data,
with potential privacy violations since all the information from the calendar is made
available to the app.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Access to this permission is not needed for
contact-tracing apps, but might be justified for Immunity Passport apps if they manage
information related to travels and test dates, or provide facilities to make appointments
with health centers.
android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows read only access to phone state, including the
current cellular network information, the status of any ongoing calls, and a list of any
PhoneAccounts registered on the device
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: The presence of this permission is not justified
since it is not needed for Covid-19 usage. See the corresponding individual report for a
discussion of the usage of this permission in the Ramzor app.
android.permission.WRITE_CALENDAR
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows an application to write the user’s calendar data
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Access to this permission is not needed for
contact-tracing apps, but might be justified for Immunity Passport apps if they manage
information related to travels and test dates
android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
• General Usage / Purpose: Allows an application to write to external storage.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Access to this permission is not needed to
implement contact-tracing applications, but might be needed for Immunity Passports
apps. See application’s reports for a discussion of the usages of this permission in
specific apps.
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Table 2 shows the dangerous AOSP permissions requested by the analyzed apps.

4.3.2 Custom Permissions. This block presents the custom permissions identified in the applications
studied. The majority of the found custom permissions are related to the implementation of “badge
numbers”, which are small numeric values that appear over an app icon to report the number of
notifications within the app. While this feature is popular among iOS app developers, Android did
not support this feature by default until Android 8. As a result, many Android device manufacturers
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Table 2. Dangerous AOSP permissions requested by the analyzed apps.

implemented their own version. 34 These permissions do not necessarily pose any privacy risks to
the end user but they speak of developers’ intention to support users running old Android versions.
Permission
android.permission.READ_APP_BADGE
• General Usage / Purpose: Custom permission enabled by Zuk mobile (this brand
was a subsidiary of Lenovo and it ceased operations in 2017) to add iOS-like numeric
notifications on top of Android app’s icons.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.anddoes.launcher.permission.UPDATE_COUNT
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for Apex devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.htc.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for HTC devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.htc.launcher.permission.UPDATE_SHORTCUT
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for HTC devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.huawei.android.launcher.permission.CHANGE_BADGE
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for Huawei devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.huawei.android.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for Huawei devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.huawei.android.launcher.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for Huawei devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.huawei.android.launcher.permission.USE_COMPONENT
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for Huawei devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.

34 https://distriqt.github.io/ANE-Notifications/u.Set%20Badge%20Number
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com.majeur.launcher.permission.UPDATE_BADGE
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for Solid devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.oppo.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for Oppo devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.oppo.launcher.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for Oppo devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.sec.android.provider.badge.permission.READ
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for Samsung devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.sec.android.provider.badge.permission.WRITE
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for Samsung devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.sonyericsson.home.permission.BROADCAST_BADGE
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for Sony devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.sonymobile.home.permission.PROVIDER_INSERT_BADGE
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for Sony devices.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
me.everything.badger.permission.BADGE_COUNT_READ
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for EverythingMe devices
(brand is now defunt).
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
me.everything.badger.permission.BADGE_COUNT_WRITE
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as READ_APP_BADGE for EverythingMe devices
(brand is now defunt)
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability.
com.google.android.finsky.permission.BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE
• General Usage / Purpose: According to the Google’s Firebase documentation, this
custom permission is needed to integrate its SDK in apps. Specifically, it is required to
report events to the server, such as installation events or scheduling tasks, possibly for
analytics purposes.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: The presence of this permission in apps’
AndroidManifest reveals the use of Google’s Firebase service on these apps, which might
have potential privacy implications.
com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE
• General Usage / Purpose: This permission is required by apps using Google’s push
notification service (i.e., server-to-client notifications and communications).
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: It is opening the floor for potential eavesdropping
attacks.
com.moh.alert.ramzor.antibotpermission
• General Usage / Purpose: This is a custom permission declared by the app Ramzor.
It is unclear what it is purpose from the analysis and we have not found public
information regarding this permission.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: We cannot identify the use of this permission
thorough the app. We refer to the detailed description of the Ramzor app in the Appendix
oppo.permission.OPPO_COMPONENT_SAFE
• General Usage / Purpose: This is permission specific for Oppo phones that allow to
run applications in the background, i.e., without the need for user interaction
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability
com.huawei.permission.external_app_settings.USE_COMPONENT
• General Usage / Purpose: Same as OPPO_COMPONENT_SAFE for Huawei devices
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: Usability
com.google.android.gms.permission.ACTIVITY_RECOGNITION
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• General Usage / Purpose: This is runtime permission, i.e., it is requested to the user
dynamically whenever it is needed. It allows apps to recognize physical activity of the
users, to provide features like step count or to classify the user’s physical status, such as
walking, biking, or moving in a vehicle. While not being part of the main permissions
catalog of Android, it is considered as Dangerous due to its potential to track user’s
activity.
• Covid-19 Usage / Implications: It is only used by the BeAware app from Bahrain,
and it is requested due to the usage of a location tracker third-party library which relies
on changes on physical movements to turn on/off tracking (see more details in the
Appendix)

4.4

Third-party components

As in the web and in desktop software, most app developers rely on third-party components —e.g.,
libraries or software development kits (SDKs)—that they integrate into their apps to add particular
desired functionalities. Such libraries represent the benefit of being modular, and being reusable
(typical of object-oriented design), both of which reflect on best software engineering practices.
These third-party libraries can speed up the development process or monetizing software (depending on the nature of the app) by providing a variety of different features, such as development
support, bug reporting, cryptographic support, analytics, advertising, and graphics support. Developers can access the features offered by a third-party software library by embedding a Software
Development Kit (SDK) in their projects. These development practices, however, may come at a
privacy cost for end users by allowing third parties to monitor users’ habits thanks to their ability to
being present in millions of apps and websites. In the case of mobile applications this is concerning
as current mobile permission models—both for iOS and Android platforms—allow third-party SDKs
to run in the same context as the app itself. In other words, SDKs embedded in a mobile application
can access the same files, and permission-protected resources that the hosting app can access.
Similarly, an SDK might require certain permissions that might remain out of sight of developers.
For our analysis, we identify third-party libraries by means of i) the LibRadar tool, which
automatically fingerprints code that match to a predefined set of libraries (see Section 3); and ii) by
manual inspection of the code. We classify the third-party libraries found in the applications under
scrutiny by their purpose or function. For the classification, we initially relied on categorization
provided by LibRadar’s. However, we noticed that it presents some inconsistencies, and it is not
available for various of the SDKs not recognized by this tool. Thus we enhance it using information
available on the main library site (either from the website of the product, from its source-code or
from its documentation).
We identify the following two main categories of mobile SDKs: (1) development support SDKs,
and (2) tracking / analytics SDKs. We discuss each case below.
Development Aid Tools. This category covers third-party libraries or SDks whose purpose is to
support or ease the development of the software, or integrate features to application’s code such as
widgets, graphics, JSON and XML parsers.
Development support libraries are likely to be found in any mobile application, and—provided
that they do not include malicious or vulnerable code— they pose little or no risk to the user’s
privacy since the majority of them do not collect personal data. As a result, the majority of these
SDK do not need to be included in the privacy policy.
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• Google Core Libraries for Java 6+ (also known a Guava).35 It is a Google-maintained opensource library that offers several optimized capabilities for managing data structures, string
manipulation, graphics, computation, cryptographic, and input/output (I/O). It is very popular
amongst many Android apps, and multiple versions can be found. It should cause no privacy
harm.
• Android Support Libraries.36 This is a Google-maintained library that allows Android app
developers to support multiple API / Operating System versions, but also features that are not
part of the Android standard APIs that can ease notably app development. It is very popular
amongst many Android apps and it should cause no privacy harm.
• AndroidX.37 AndroidX is the new and enhanced version of Android Support Libraries. It is
provided to app developers by Google.
• Kotlin/KotlinX.38 Kotlin is a new cross-platform programming language that is fully supported
by Android. These libraries expose a common standard API for multiplatform projects. Their
use is for assisting software development in this language.
• Google Protocol Buffers.39 Protocol buffers are a new serialization mechanism developed by
Google for efficient data management and communications. This library allows developers
to integrate these capabilities in their software. It is platform-independent and can be easily
extensible by the developers. The presence of this library should cause no privacy damage to
end-users.
• Google Gson:40 It is a Google-maintained open-source library that allows developing to
convert (or serialize) Java Objects into a JSON representation, and vice-versa. The presence
of this library should cause no privacy damage to end-users.
• FasterXML.4142 Open-source library to manipulate and parse XML and JSON files for Java.
It offers similar capabilities as Google Gson. The presence of this library should cause no
privacy damage to end-users.
• Glide:43 Glide is a fast and efficient open-source media management and image loading library
for Android. This library wraps media decoding, memory and disk caching, and resource
pooling into a simple and easy to use interface. It has been developed by Bump Technologies,
which has been acquired by Google in 2013. The presence of this library should cause no
privacy damage to end-users.
• JavaX Annotation API.44 45 Open-source library that allows integrating common annotations
in Java code (i.e., mark source code that has been generated or distinguish between user
written code from generated code). The presence of this library should cause no privacy
damage to end-users.
• Joda Time:46 Open-source library for date and time operations that overcomes some of the
limitations of Java’s default one. The presence of this library should cause no privacy damage
to end-users.
35 https://github.com/google/guava
36 https://developer.android.com/topic/libraries/support-library
37 https://developer.android.com/jetpack/androidx
38 https://ktor.io/docs/kotlinx-index.html
39 https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers
40 https://github.com/google/gson
41 http://fasterxml.com/
42 https://github.com/FasterXML
43 https://github.com/bumptech/glide
44 https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/javax.annotation/javax.annotation-api
45 https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/javax/annotation/package-summary.html
46 https://www.joda.org/joda-time/
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• Zebra Xing:47 ZXing ("zebra crossing") is an open-source Java multi-format 1D/2D barcode
image processing library, including QR codes. It can be used to generate and parse QR codes
(e.g., users can use QR codes generated by the app as a safe passage). The presence of this
library per-se should cause no privacy damage to end-users, and it depends on its actual
usage.
• OKHTTP 3.0. 48 This library offers support for implementing network protocols such as
HTTP, and HTTPS without having to depend on the ones offered by the Android framework.
Networking SDKs might not collect sensitive and behavioral data from users.
• Apache Cordova.49 This is an open-source mobile development framework that allows
application developers to create mobile applications using web technologies (e.g., HTML5,
CSS3, and JavaScript) and therefore, easing cross-platform development. This SDK might not
collect sensitive and behavioral data from users.
• ReactiveX.50 ReactiveX is an open-source multi-language library for building asynchronous
and event-based programs. This project is a collection of several open-source programs. This
SDK might not collect sensitive and behavioral data from users.
• AirBnB Lottie.51 This open-source library is implemented and maintained by AirBnB.52 It
allows rendering natively visual effects based on Adobe After Effects on Android, iOS and
React Native applications. It should not collect any sensitive user data.
• Michael Rocks Libphonenumber.53 Open-source Android port of Google’s Libphonenumber
library to parse phone numbers. This SDK might not collect sensitive and behavioral data
from users.
• Dagger.54 It is an open-source development tool that allows inject dependencies in compilation
time. It is maintained by Google.55 The presence of this library should not cause any privacy
harm.
• Leolin ShortcutBadger.56 This library implements notifications on Android app icons. This
library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Adobe Phonegap Push.57 Phonegap is a proprietary push notification service developed by
Adobe. It also allows building mobile applications using web technologies (it is an open-source
distribution of Apache Cordova). We could not determine the privacy risks of this service
and the implications of delegating push notifications related to covid-19 through Adobe.
• PinView.58 This open-source library provides a widget that allows users to enter a PIN,
one-time password (OTP) or a password on the app. This library should not cause any direct
privacy risk to users.
• Moshi.59 This is an open-source JSON manipulation library for Android and Java. This library
should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
47 https://github.com/zxing/zxing
48 https://square.github.io/okhttp/
49 https://cordova.apache.org/
50 http://reactivex.io/
51 https://airbnb.io/lottie/
52 https://github.com/airbnb/lottie
53 https://github.com/MichaelRocks/libphonenumber-android
54 https://dagger.dev/
55 https://github.com/google/dagger
56 https://github.com/leolin310148/ShortcutBadger
57 http://docs.phonegap.com/tutorials/develop/push-notifications/
58 https://github.com/mukeshsolanki/android-otpview-pinview
59 https://github.com/square/moshi
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• MPAndroidChart.60 A chart plotting library for Android. This library should not cause any
direct privacy risk to users.
• RootBeer.61 This is a popular library used to check whether a device is rooted or not. It relies
on a native library (tool-checker) for checking for the su binary in the system. This library
should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Groupie:62 Developed by an individual developer from USA, this library allows apps to
improve the user experience by providing dynamic layouts for data lists.
• Retrofit2:63 Developed by Square, this library implements a client HTTP Rest API for being
used as a Java interface, so it allows apps to communicate to web services. This library should
not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Timber Log:64 Developed by Square, this library provides further utility on top of Android’s
normal Log class. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Sql Cipher:65 Developed by Zetetic, this is a library that provides transparent 256-bit AES
encryption of SQLite database files. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to
users.
• Launch Review (Flutter Pluggin):66 Developed by an individual developer from India, this
library assist apps to easily leave user reviews/ratings in Google Play Store and Apple App
Store. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Trust Fall:67 Developed an individual developer from Canada, this is a Flutter plugin for
detecting several trust-related signasl from the device, such as whether it has been Jailbroken
or rooted, or whether the app is running in an emulator. It leverages RootBeer for Android
Root Detection. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users, but has some
implications from the transparency point of view, since it can be used to thwart dynamic
analysis.
• Barcode Scanner:68 Developed by Journeyapps, this library is used for barcode scanning for
Android. It leverages ZXing for decoding. This library should not cause any direct privacy
risk to users.
• OTP View:69 Developed by an individual developer, the library provides One Time Password
(OTP) customization. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Russhwolf Settings:70 Developed by an individual developer from USA, this is a Kotlin library
that allows multiplatform apps to share common code so key-value data of the settings can
persist. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• PdfBox:71 Developed by an individual developer from USA, this library serves as a wrapper
of Apache’s PdfBox library so it can be used on Android to read and parse PDF files. This
library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.

60 https://github.com/PhilJay/MPAndroidChart
61 https://github.com/scottyab/rootbeer
62 https://github.com/lisawray/groupie
63 https://square.github.io/retrofit/
64 https://github.com/JakeWharton/timber
65 https://github.com/sqlcipher
66 https://github.com/Purus/launch_review
67 https://github.com/anish-adm/trust_fall
68 https://github.com/journeyapps/zxing-android-embedded
69 https://github.com/KevinSchildhorn/OTPView
70 https://github.com/russhwolf
71 https://github.com/TomRoush/PdfBox-Android
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• ZeroBranch Layout:72 Developed by an individual developer from USA, this library allows to
perform swipe for any layout, in a given direction. This library should not cause any direct
privacy risk to users.
• KTOR HTTP:73 Developed by Jetbrains, ktor includes a multiplatform asynchronous HTTP
client for handling web-based connections. This library should not cause any direct privacy
risk to users.
• Material-Calendar-View:74 Developed by Applandeo, this library provides a simple and
customizable calendar app for Android. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk
to users.
• Picker:75 Developed by an individual developer from Spain, this usability library permits
apps to display a list of items, and then let the user pick one while applying a blur effect. This
library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Barteksc PDF Viewer:76 Developed an individual developer from Poland, library to display
PDF documents. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Progressbutton:77 Developed by an individual developer from Thailand, this library is used
by apps to print icons on any button that shows the progress of the event for which the
button is for. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• CalendarView:78 Developed by an individual developer from Germany, this is a library that
allows to create customized calendars in Android. This library should not cause any direct
privacy risk to users.
• Nimbus:79 Developed by Connect2id, this is an Android Library to manage JSON Web Tokens
(JWT). This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Stepview:80 Developed by an individual developer from Russia, this library is used to create
custom animations for the different steps of a process. This library should not cause any
direct privacy risk to users.
• Balloon:81 Developed by an individual developer from South Korea, library to show customizable pop-ups. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• FinestWebView:82 This is an alternative library to original WebView that allows to show web
pages within apps. Developed by an individual developer from USA. This library should not
cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Zeugma Locale Helper:83 This library allows app developers to change the language programmatically. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Trustkit:84 Developed by Datatheorem, this is an open source library that makes it easy to
deploy SSL public key pinning and reporting in any Android App. This allows to enhance
the privacy and security of the connections.
72 https://github.com/zerobranch/SwipeLayout
73 https://ktor.io/docs/client.html
74 https://github.com/Applandeo/Material-Calendar-View
75 https://github.com/DavidPizarro/PickerUI
76 https://github.com/barteksc/AndroidPdfViewer
77 https://github.com/razir/ProgressButton
78 https://github.com/kizitonwose/CalendarView
79 https://connect2id.com/products/nimbus-jose-jwt
80 https://github.com/shuhart/StepView
81 https://github.com/skydoves/Balloon
82 https://github.com/TheFinestArtist/FinestWebView-Android
83 https://github.com/zeugma-solutions/locale-helper-android
84 https://github.com/datatheorem/TrustKit-Android
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• FutureMind RecyclerFastScroll:85 This library provides fast scroll and section indexer for
recycler view. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users. The library,
however, has been recently deprecated (October 2021), and it last update is 6 years old, so it
is no longer maintained, e.g., to patch potential vulnerabilities.
• CountryCodePickerProject:86 Developed by an individual developer from USA, this android
library provides an easy way to search and select country or country phone code for the
telephone number. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Lingver:87 Developed by an Ukranian developer, lingver is a library to manage the language
settings of the application. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• World Country Data:88 Developed by an independent developer from Sweden, this is a library
that includes all the flags of the countries of the world. It is used to display the flag of a
particular country. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• OKIO:89 Developed by Square, this utility library enhances Input/Output operations (e.g., for
reading/writing data to files). This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Easy Permissions:90 Developed by Google, easyPermissions is a wrapper library to simplify
basic system permissions logic when targeting Android M or higher. This library should not
cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Flutter:91 Developed by Google, flutter is a Google Library that allows developers to build,
test, and deploy apps with the same code for different platforms, i.e., mobile, web, desktop, and
embedded platforms. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users. However,
we note that apps developed using this framework are not coded in Kotlin or Java, but in
DART. The static analysis of the apps developed using Flutter (i.e., CoronApp and Safe_WA)
is considerably more complex since the actual code cannot be decompiled.
• LibPhoneNumber:92 Developed by Emostar, is a flutter plugin that implements the Android
libphonenumber library. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Flutter QR plugin:93 Developed by Yakka, flutter library for simple and fast QR code rendering
via a Widget or custom painter. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Store Redirect Plugin:94 Developed by an individual developer from Hungary, this is a Flutter
plugin that allows to redirect users to a given page (app) in Google Play Store and/or in the
Apple App Store. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Chemerisuk Cordova Firebase: 95 96 97 Developed by an individual developer from Belarus,
these are a set of three libraries used to introduce base functionalities for using Firebase
in applications developed using Apache Cordova. The plugins for Firebase provides functionalities for analytics and messaging. This is one of various plugins intended to integrate
Cordova with Firebase Cloud Messaging. This library per-se should not cause any direct
85 https://github.com/FutureMind/recycler-fast-scroll
86 https://github.com/hbb20/CountryCodePickerProject
87 https://github.com/YarikSOffice/lingver
88 https://github.com/blongho/worldCountryData
89 https://square.github.io/okio/
90 https://github.com/googlesamples/easypermissions
91 https://flutter.dev/
92 https://github.com/emostar/flutter-libphonenumber
93 https://github.com/theyakka/qr.flutter
94 https://github.com/Danesz/store_redirect
95 https://github.com/chemerisuk/cordova-support-android-plugin
96 https://github.com/chemerisuk/cordova-plugin-firebase-analytics
97 https://github.com/chemerisuk/cordova-plugin-firebase-messaging
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privacy risk to users, but it is an indicator of Firebase being used in apps developed through
Apache Cordova, which indeed has privacy implications.
TransistorSoft:98 This library provides various plugins used for geolocation. Within the
library, there is a custom locationmanager which, depending on how it is used, can put users’
privacy at risk. Also, despite being a Canadian company, it includes several messages writen
in Chinese and/or Korean (according to Google Translate). See individual report for the
BeAware app for details on the usage of this library.
Android Permissions:99 Developed an individual developer from Germany, this library facilitates the usage of dynamic permissions for Android apps. As described by the developer,
depending on whether the app is running in background or not, the permissions are dynamically requested either by means of notifications or dialog. This library is used and required by
another third-party library, i.e., the TransistorSoft. This library should not cause any direct
privacy risk to users.
Webview:100 Developed by Ionic, library to allow apps created using the IonicFramework
(’An open source mobile toolkit for building high quality, cross-platform native and web app
experiences’) to use Web Views for Cordova. This library should not cause any direct privacy
risk to users.
CesarVR PDF Generator:101 Developed by an individual developer from Ireland, the library
allows apps to generate PDF documents offline, i.e., transforming content from HTML. It also
provides mechanisms to share the pdf to other apps. This library should not cause any direct
privacy risk to users.
Mobile Accesibility:102 Developed by Phonegap, this is a Cordova plugin which exposes
information on the status of various accessibility features of mobile operating systems,e.g.,
screen reader, colors inversion, and the preferred scaling for text. This library should not
cause any direct privacy risk to users.
IBeacon:103 Developed by an individual developer from USA, this is a Cordova plugin to deal
with BlueTooth beacons. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
Local Notification:104 Developed by an individual developer from Germany, this is a Cordova
plugin that allows to handle notifications. This library should not cause any direct privacy
risk to users.
EddyVerbruggen Calendar and SocialSharing Plugins:105 106 Developed by an individual
developer from the Netherlands, these Cordova plugins implemented in the apps allow users
to i) share content (e.g., text or media) through social media apps (e.g., WhatsApp, Twitter) in
the phone; and ii), to manage events through the default Calendar. This library per-se should
not cause any direct privacy risk to users, but it provides mechanisms to send data through
external services, which indeed can have privacy implications. See individual reports for
details on the usage of this library.

98 https://github.com/transistorsoft
99 https://github.com/nishkarsh/android-permissions
100 https://github.com/ionic-team/cordova-plugin-ionic-webview
101 https://github.com/cesarvr/pdf-generator
102 https://github.com/phonegap/phonegap-mobile-accessibility
103 https://github.com/petermetz/cordova-plugin-ibeacon
104 https://github.com/katzer/cordova-plugin-local-notifications
105 https://github.com/EddyVerbruggen/SocialSharing-PhoneGap-Plugin
106 https://github.com/EddyVerbruggen/Calendar-PhoneGap-Plugin
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• Cordova AppVersion:107 Developed by an individual developer from United Kingdom, this
Cordova plugin allows to use the AppVersion feature, i.e., to read the version of the app from
the target build settings. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Pin:108 Developed by an individual developer from Australia, the library extends the default
behaviour of text editing for PINs, allowing to configure further number of PIN characters,
or providing a richer UI. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• JWT:109 Developed by Auth0, this is a Java library with focus on Android that allows to
decode Json Web Tokens (JWT). This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to
users.
• Ev-VCX:110 Developed by Evernym, a company focused on self-sovereign identity solutions.
The Ev-VCX library concretely provides a high level API to use Verifiable Data Registry
(VDR) Tools. This library simplifies the use of VDR Tools for credential exchange. This library
should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Jackson:111 Developed by Fasterxml, a suite of data-processing tools for Java (and the JVM
platform), including the flagship streaming JSON parser / generator library, This library
should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• JP2:112 Developed by Gemalto (now part of thales), a JPEG-2000 image encoder/decoder for
Android. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Regula:113 Developed by RegulaForensics, enable mobile and web apps to process identification documents, such as national ID cards, driving licenses or passports. This library should
not cause any direct privacy risk to users, but we note that it allows to read PII information,
which should be managed carefully by the app.
• Adobe Air Fre:114 Developed by Adobe, allows to create and deploy Flex, ActionScript and
HTML-based content. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users. , though
it is deprecated since the end of 2020.115
• Bouncy castle:116 Developed by Legion of the bouncy castle inc, this is a cryptographic library
providing various functionalities for encryption, key management or authentication. This
library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
• Google Maps Utils:117 Developed by Google, provide utilities to create, navigate and show
maps using the API of Google Maps. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to
users.
• Logback:118 Developed by Quality, provides a logging framework for Java applications,
allowing for log creation, management and storage. This library should not cause any direct
privacy risk to users.
• Slf4j:119 Developed by Quality, this library acts as a wrapper for many other log-management
related libraries. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users.
107 https://github.com/sampart/cordova-plugin-app-version
108 https://github.com/alphamu/PinEntryEditText
109 https://github.com/auth0/JWTDecode.Android
110 https://gitlab.com/evernym/mobile/ev-vcx
111 https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson
112 https://github.com/ThalesGroup/JP2ForAndroid
113 https://mobile.regulaforensics.com/
114 http://www.adobe.com/cn/devnet/air/air_for_android.html
115 https://blog.adobe.com/en/2019/05/30/the-future-of-adobe-air)
116 http://www.bouncycastle.org/java.html
117 https://github.com/googlemaps/android-maps-utils
118 http://logback.qos.ch/
119 http://www.slf4j.org/
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• Yixia:120 Library developed by Yixia, which is a Chinese provider of various libraries. LibRadar
detects the presence of one of the libraries from Yixia in the Ramzor app. However, through
manual code inspection cannot we spot the exact package corresponding to this library (and
thus, its purpose and usage), probably, due to obfuscation.
• String Care:121 This library from Stringcare is used to reveal or obfuscate the defined string
values and assets at runtime. This library should not cause any direct privacy risk to users,
but it can be used as an anti-analysis tool.
• Java Native Access (JNA):122 Developed by Oracle, allow Java Programs to interact and access
native components and libraries of the devices. While this might serve to optimize computations, the presence of this library implies that there is additional funcionality (implemented
natively in the devices or by means of internal libraries) which escapes from the analyisis of
the APKs.
• Spongy castle:123 Developed by an individual developer from the United Kindgom, it is a
modifided version of the popular Bouncy Castle library especifically designed for Android. It
is not needed (and thus, shoul be avoided) in Android version 3.0 (released in 2011) since the
BouncyCastle suite is complete in Android.
We acknowledge that the apps under scrutiny might integrate other unpopular and open-source
libraries that had remained undetected.
SDKs with tracking and monitoring capabilities. Many companies like Google provide analytics
tools to allow developers to understand how users interact with the application, detect bugs and
errors, measure user adoption and retention, measure audiences, optimize usability, or even to
detect fraudulent usages of the app. Many of these services also offer development support and
other capabilities and features to assist application developers in the development, deployment and
release stages of their apps.
We identified several SDKs falling int his category in the studied Covid-19 apps:
• Google Firebase. 124 Firebase is one of the most popular and powerful SDKs in this category.
This library, combines multiple analytics and development support services including analytics (via Google Analytics),125 secure user authentication,126 , crash reporting (via a service
previously known as Crashlytics),127 in-app messaging128 , performance monitoring,129 or
A/B testing130 . Some of these products and capabilities integrated in Firebase like A/B testing, Analytics, App Distribution, Crashlytics, Google Cloud Messaging, In-app Messaging,
Performance Monitoring or App Indexing are offered by Google to app developers free of
charge. The others are offered for a flat rate or on a pay-as-you-go basis.131 It also eases
integration of other Google products like Google Ads, AdMob (for advertisements), or Google
Marketing Platform. According to multiple research efforts, analytics and crash reporting
services are prone to collect usage telemetry and personal data to deliver their service, but
120 http://www.yixia.com/
121 https://github.com/StringCare/AndroidLibrary
122 https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/com.sun.jna/jna
123 https://rtyley.github.io/spongycastle/
124 https://firebase.google.com/
125 https://firebase.google.com/products/analytics
126 https://firebase.google.com/products/auth
127 https://firebase.google.com/products/crashlytics
128 https://firebase.google.com/products/in-app-messaging
129 https://firebase.google.com/products/performance
130 https://firebase.google.com/products/ab-testing
131 https://firebase.google.com/pricing
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also for secondary usages like advertisements. Because of this reason, Firebase might act
as a “data controller” when integrated in many apps under the requirements of the GDPR
and CCPA,132 : “When customers use Firebase, Google is generally a data processor under GDPR
and processes personal data on their behalf. Similarly, when customers use Firebase, Google
generally operates as a service provider under the CCPA handling personal information on their
behalf. ”. In the case of Crashlytics, which has its own Terms of Service (ToS),133 we can read:
“At all times during the term of this Agreement, Developer shall maintain a privacy policy: (a)
that is readily accessible to users from its website or within its online service (as applicable), (b)
that fully and accurately discloses to its users what information is collected about its users, and
(c) that states that such information is disclosed to and processed by third party providers like
Google in the manner contemplated by the Services”. This wording suggests that when this SDK
is used in Covid-19 apps, their respective privacy policy should mention their presence. We
will investigate the correct use of this library in each individual app report when applicable.
• Google Mobile Services.134 Google Mobile Services is a collection of applications and APIs
that allow users to have access to Google’s most popular mobile apps (e.g., Gmail, Google
Maps, Google Play, Search, Chrome, Youtube, etc) and APIs to integrate these services in
mobile applications. Apps integrating Google Mobile Service APIs can access to a variety of
services including analytics, advertising, cloud integration, or geo-location. 135 In normal
circumstances, the use of features implemented by this SDK could pose potential privacy
risks to users, similarly to those related to Firebase. However, the services it provides are
useful for Covid-19 applications. For example, to show nearby testing centers in the map,or
to provide capabilities implemented by Google’s Exposure Notification API.136
• Newrelic:137 This is a library that act as an observability platform. It allows for app monitoring
and tracking. When using New Relic systems, and according to its privacy policy, they collect
“log files, event files, and other trace and diagnostic files, as well as statistical, aggregated data,
and Personal Data (such as user name, user ID, etc.).” 138 . Also, it states that collected data might
be served with other business partners or service providers. Thus, the use of this library is
controversial if the privacy policy of the hosting app does not clearly states what conditions
are put in place to remain control of users’ data.
• Bugsnag:139 Developed by Bugsnag, this Android crash reporting library automatically
detects crashes in the apps, collecting diagnostic information and immediately notifying
the development team. It thus helps to understand and resolve issues as fast as possible. We
observe that, when reporting issues, users are required to provide a personal email. Different
from New Relic, Bugsnag’s privacy policy, that data collection from customers devices is
configurable (“Customers can use the Services dashboard to control or block the use of end user
Personal Information by the Services”), and that they “do not collect, receive, store, or otherwise
interact with the customers’ data”.140 .

132 https://firebase.google.com/support/privacy
133 https://firebase.google.com/terms/crashlytics
134 https://www.android.com/gms/
135 https://developers.google.com/android
136 https://developers.google.com/android/exposure-notifications/exposure-notifications-api
137 https://newrelic.com/
138 https://newrelic.com/sites/default/files/content/dam/new-relic/termsandconditions/NewRelicServicesDataPrivacyNo

tice_March142021.pdf
139 https://github.com/bugsnag/bugsnag-android
140 https://docs.bugsnag.com/legal/privacy-policy/
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• Sentry.141 Sentry is an SDK—supports 87 different platforms— for tracking mobile installations,
crash analytics, and error reporting similar to the capabilities offered by Crashlytics. It can be
used to track user adoption, usage of the app and its features, and identification of crashes and
potential bugs. According to its documentation, developers can track users in different ways:
from ids to email addresses and at the IP-level.142 Sentry also allows developers to define
custom tags or events. If misused, they could entail severe data leakage (i.e., if developers
report to Senty’s servers a tag “covid19_positive”). In fact, Sentry’s documentation suggests
that developers should be careful and that they should ensure that sensitive data never
reaches Sentry servers.143
• Apollo GraphQL:144 This library provides a client for querying APIs by means of GraphQL,
a focused language to allow clients to interact with servers. The Apollo GraphQL Server
provide tracking capabilities. From the official documentation,145 , it allows to ‘identify exactly
who’s using your graph and what they’re doing down to the headers and variables on their
requests [...]’ . Similar to Bugsnag, the amount and type of collected data can be configured
on the server side.
• Google Cloud Audit Logs:146 Developed by Google, this library enables audit logs being sent
to Google. Google Cloud services collect audit logs that record administrative activities and
accesses within your Google Cloud resources. Audit logs help you answer "“who did what,
where, and when?” within your Google Cloud resources with the same level of transparency
as in on-premises environments. Enabling audit logs helps your security, auditing, and
compliance entities monitor Google Cloud data and systems for possible vulnerabilities or
external data misuse.
• Atlassian:147 This is a developing framework for cloud-based applications that allow developers to create custom modules and plugins. It is only used in the CovidSafe app to develop
’core’ and ’feedback’ modules. The later is used to allow clients to send feedback to the servers.
This feedback includes tracking data, which is indeed using for monitoring users’ activities.
• AltBeacon:148 This library provides support for managing messages exchanged through Bluetooth (known as Beacons). According to exodus-privacy, this includes tracking capabilities.149 .
See the BeAware Bahrain individual report for details on this library.
Table 4 shows the presence of SDKs with tracking and monitoring capabilities in the analyzed
apps.
4.5

Networking considerations

Most Android applications communicate with external servers using various network protocols.
Typically, these servers are offered as web services, e.g., by means of Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) that allows the application to automatically interact with the server and make
use of services offered by it. In this setting, the app acts as a client, which makes queries to the
server for either retrieving or pushing data, and also to conduct operations on the server. These
interactions require authentication to prevent misuse. This security guarantee also prevents us
141 https://sentry.io/for/mobile/
142 https://docs.sentry.io/platforms/android/enriching-events/identify-user/
143 https://docs.sentry.io/platforms/android/data-management/sensitive-data/
144 https://github.com/apollographql/apollo-client
145 https://www.apollographql.com/studio/observe/
146 https://cloud.google.com/logging/docs/audit
147 https://developer.atlassian.com/server/framework/atlassian-sdk/module-type-plugin-module/
148 https://altbeacon.github.io/android-beacon-library/
149 https://reports.exodus-privacy.eu.org/fr/trackers/219/
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Google Mobile Services

E7mi

SDK

Scanner voor CoronaCheck
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Table 4. SDKs with tracking and monitoring capabilities found in the analyzed apps.

from analyzing all potential behaviors of the apps since this would require us to either create bogus
accounts by providing fake registration details, or to exploit bugs on these services, which is illegal
and/or unethical.
The most common networking protocols in mobile applications are HTTP and HTTPS. The
difference between these is important, since the former sends the data in cleartext—i.e., without
protecting its confidentiality—while the latter encrypts the communications. The use of HTTP
has profound security and privacy implications, since the information can be easily eavesdropped
by anyone monitoring the communication between the client and the server (e.g., an Internet
Service Provider). Additionally, server authentication is not guaranteed. HTTPS protocol, instead,
encrypts the communication between the client and the server, and also the server is authenticated
by means of a digital certificate. This certificate provides information about the organization
hosting the service, and thus allows to understand with certain confidence who the applications
are communicating with.
For each of the apps, we analyze what are the contacted servers, and the protocols used for this
communication. Concretely, we will report the following:
• Hostname. The name of the domain being contacted, which in absence of further information,
might be the only signal to attribute ownership for the server.
• IP and hosting provider. We resolve the domain to get the actual IP address. Then, by
leveraging the whois protocol, we obtain information about the Autonomous System (AS),
which allows to understand the network operator or Internet Service Provider for the IP.
• If the connection is done by means of the TLS protocol, we report information about the
certificate owner from the server.
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Host
schemas.android.com
plus.google.com
app-measurement.com
play.google.com
google.com
cloud.google.com
pagead2.googlesyndication.com
www.googleadservices.com
www.google.com
www.slf4j.org
issuetracker.google.com
firebase.google.com
github.com
www.apache.org
firebaseremoteconfig.googleapis.com
www.bouncycastle.org
update.crashlytics.com
reports.crashlytics.com
firebase-settings.crashlytics.com
coronacheck.nl
api.whatsapp.com
firebaselogging-pa.googleapis.com
firebaseinstallations.googleapis.com
firebaselogging.googleapis.com

BeAware Bahrain
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IATA Travel Pass
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Table 5. Common hostnames contacted from various of the analyzed apps.

We analyze the network flows using dynamic analysis. Also, we rely on static analysis to look
for hostnames found in the code. In the latter, we confirm that these are potentially contacted by
analyzing the context where they are found, when possible. Figure 1 shows the hosts that have
been contacted by more than one application across the apps. We note that this diagram considers
those hostnames detected either using dynamic analysis, or observed by static analysis.
We exclude those observed by static analysis if they are found on all the applications to minimize
false positives. The reason for that is that these hostnames are likely present due to common
functionality of every Android app or services and capabilities offered by embedded third-party
SDKs and libraries.
We also report the information in Table 5. We observe both domains from Google (e.g., play.google.com
or www.googleadservices.com) and also from popular tracking libraries (e.g., app-measurement.com,
crashlytics.com or firebase.google.com). We also observe hosts related to other libraries, like
github.com or www.apache.org. During the analyses made for each individual app, we provide
further details for these hosts, and discuss the implications of the different apps contacting them.
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CommonPass_1.7.1.apk
www.slf4j.org

IATA_Travel_Pass_2.2.0.apk

update.crashlytics.com
reports.crashlytics.com
firebase-settings.crashlytics.com
firebase.google.com
firebaseremoteconfig.googleapis.com
google.com

BeAware_Bahrain_0.5.8.apk

pagead2.googlesyndication.com
www.googleadservices.com
www.google.com
firebaselogging-pa.googleapis.com
firebaseinstallations.googleapis.com
firebaselogging.googleapis.com

PeduliLindungi_3.4.6.apk
schemas.android.com

SafeWA_1.1.1.apk

app-measurement.com
api.whatsapp.com

CoronApp_v2.1.3.apk
E7mi_v1.1.apk
COVIDSafe_2.8.apk
Ramzor_1.14.0.apk

cloud.google.com

plus.google.com
issuetracker.google.com
www.bouncycastle.org
github.com

CoronaCheck_2.4.apk

www.apache.org
play.google.com

Scanner_voor_CoronaCheck_2.5.0.apk
coronacheck.nl
Data: ce[, c("source", "target", "value")] • Chart ID: SankeyID15413e626af8 • googleVis-0.6.10
R version 4.1.1 (2021-08-10) • Google Terms of Use • Documentation and Data Policy

Fig. 1. Hosts contacted by more than one app, excluding those contacted by all the apps
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BEAWARE (BAHRAIN)
App Metadata
App name
Package name
Country
Developer
Certificate signer
Version
Min SDK
Target SDK
Hash (MD5)
Downloaded from
Available on Google Play
Privacy Policy

A.2

BeAware Bahrain
bh.bahrain.corona.tracker
Bahrain
GOOGLE INC.
GOOGLE INC.
0.5.8
19
29
7e7f087c5e00c0d8b74f19fb33e7d357
apkcombo
YES
https://bahrain.bh/wps/portal/!ut/p/a1/jZDLssFAEIafxSLbd
GeGMc5u3JOSw0GI2ahQY1CRUZEjHlwocqtd931fdV_N0gIQSbRcaOjbGOSKL70ks27fWQO4cTjlHP
887DtNn8dgoQVwOweQEpbKPqsOqhOaoRx_M5H4jcct1z4
vo8oeH3YG7cbiB36pf-ixMf9I5XAFOQj9uSKK_Au5g14ncM
DqWOzuP50JpIF5RpkqlYqVan9nxbjdZbtDz8WWpjnua2N0
bGyl2Zn4TNlbQ4ZhI8k7HdBEJ7cbSU-9oQolc7yfEd/dl5/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/

App Overview

BeAware Bahrain is the official contact tracing app for the Kingdom of Bahrain. The app helps the
government’s efforts to contain the spread of COVID-19 through digital contact tracing, digital
COVID-19 vaccine passports, and other related services. The app has been developed by the
Information & eGovernment Authority Bahrain and it is available to download for iOS and Android
devices.
The app’s main features include:
• Contact tracing alerts (users are notified if they have been in contact with someone who has
tested positive for COVID-19)
• Receive COVID-19 test results
• Make COVID-19 test appointments
• PCR COVID-19 test certificate enabling travel for users
• Process payments for arrivals COVID-19 tests
• Declaration for exiting Bahrain
• Push updates from the National Taskforce for Combatting COVID-19
• Decision lists, which provides a list of all released decisions regarding COVID-19 from
Kingdom of Bahrain officials
• Information on protective instructions about COVID-19 such as self-isolation instructions or
disinfection methods
• Official statistics for Bahrain, as well as globally, on the number of cases, tests conducted,
deaths and are information
• A national COVID-19 hotline which allows users to call the hotline directly to get advice or
clarifications from dedicated agents
According to some sources,150 the application utilizes location data to alert individuals in the
event they approach an active case or a location an active case has visited, track movement of
quarantine cases for a duration of 14 days, as well as publish health recommendations and highlight
150 https://www.startupmgzn.com/english/news/beaware-bahrain-app-officially-launched-by-iga/
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global COVID-19 developments. Contact tracing is done centrally by the Ministry of Health, who
publishes weekly reports on contact tracing.151 . In February 2021, Bahrain was one of the first
countries to launch a digital COVID-19 vaccine passport. This functionality was added to BeAware.
The app shows a user’s vaccination status via a green COVID-19 vaccination shield along with a
certificate with the user’s name, date of birth, nationality and the vaccine received.152
A June 2020 report by Amnesty International153 identifies a number of privacy harmful practices
linked to the app. Personal data gathered through the app was used in a TV contest to call live on air
to randomly selected users in order to check if they were at home, in which case they won a prize.
This adds to previous criticism to the Bahraini authorities for publishing online sensitive personal
information of suspected COVID-19 cases, including an individual’s health status, nationality, age,
gender and travel history.
A previous technical analysis by Ostorlab 154 mentions several privacy and security issues. Many
of them are related with the endpoint web-service, i.e., non related with the app itself, and thus are
out of the scope of this analysis. Also, the report is from June 2020, so it is unclear whether the
problems found are still present in studied version (0.5.8).
The app (Kotlin and Java code) is composed by 4 activities, 21 services and 12 receivers. The
application is implemented using Apache Cordova. Thus, the actual functionality of the app relies
on JavaScript code, which is obfuscated. To the best of our knowledge, the application code is not
open source.

A.3

Permission Analysis

We identified the following permission requests in the AndroidManifest.xml file. We refer the
reader to Section 4.3 for a detailed description of the permissions and their purpose.

151 https://healthalert.gov.bh/en/category/contact-tracing-archive
152 https://www.mobihealthnews.com/news/emea/bahrain-launches-digital-covid-19-vaccine-passport
153 https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/06/bahrain-kuwait-norway-contact-tracing-apps-danger-for-privacy/
154 https://blog.ostorlab.co/covid19-how-to-carry-nation-scale-mobile-devices-compromise.html
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android.permission.ACCESS_BACKGROUND_LOCATION
AOSP
android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION
AOSP
android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION
AOSP
android.permission.ACTIVITY_RECOGNITION
AOSP
android.permission.READ_CALENDAR
AOSP
android.permission.WRITE_CALENDAR
AOSP
android.permission.READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
AOSP
android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
AOSP
com.google.android.gms.permission.ACTIVITY_RECOGNITION
Custom
android.permission.CAMERA
AOSP
android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
AOSP
android.permission.ACCESS_NOTIFICATION_POLICY
AOSP
android.permission.BLUETOOTH
AOSP
android.permission.BLUETOOTH_ADMIN
AOSP
android.permission.FOREGROUND_SERVICE
AOSP
android.permission.GET_TASKS
AOSP
android.permission.INTERNET
AOSP
android.permission.RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED
AOSP
android.permission.WAKE_LOCK
AOSP
android.permission.READ_APP_BADGE
AOSP
com.anddoes.launcher.permission.UPDATE_COUNT
Custom
com.htc.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS
Custom
com.htc.launcher.permission.UPDATE_SHORTCUT
Custom
com.huawei.android.launcher.permission.CHANGE_BADGE
Custom
com.huawei.android.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS
Custom
com.huawei.android.launcher.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS
Custom
com.huawei.permission.external_app_settings.USE_COMPONENT
Custom
com.majeur.launcher.permission.UPDATE_BADGE
Custom
com.oppo.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS
Custom
com.oppo.launcher.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS
Custom
oppo.permission.OPPO_COMPONENT_SAFE
Custom
com.sec.android.provider.badge.permission.READ
Custom
com.sec.android.provider.badge.permission.WRITE
Custom
com.sonyericsson.home.permission.BROADCAST_BADGE
Custom
com.sonymobile.home.permission.PROVIDER_INSERT_BADGE
Custom
me.everything.badger.permission.BADGE_COUNT_READ
Custom
me.everything.badger.permission.BADGE_COUNT_WRITE
Custom
com.google.android.finsky.permission.BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE Custom
com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE
Custom

Protection Level
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

We discuss below the usage of the following permissions due to their capacity to cause privacy
harm to users. We identify at the code-level the purposes of the requests.
A.3.1 ACCESS_BACKGROUND_LOCATION, ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION, ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION
and ACTIVITY_RECOGNITION. The use of location services is justified since it is required for
various functions of the app, e.g., to provide a map to look for nearby testing laboratories. These
services are provided by means of an external library, i.e., TransistorSoft, which is used to handle
location. According to its webpage,155 location is recorded only when the device is in motion, in
order to safe battery. It relies on sensors (such as the accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer)
to detect when the device is moving and stationary. The access to these sensors require the use of
the ACTIVITY_RECOGNITION permission. See more details on this library bellow.
155 https://github.com/transistorsoft/cordova-background-geolocation-lt
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A.3.2 READ_CALENDAR,WRITE_CALENDAR. The use of calendar is justified since the app provides mechanisms to create, modify and delete vaccination appointments, which can be included in
the built-in or default calendar of the device.
A.3.3 READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE,WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE,CAMERA. These permissions
are required by the Camera plugin for Apache Cordova. They are used to allow the app to take
photos, giving the option to store them in the external storage. The photos are used to scan
documents and take selfies of the users during registration. These are sent through the network
(see below).
A.4

Third-party SDKs and Libraries

SDK
Android Permissions
Webview
CesarVR PDF Generator
Mobile Accesibility
TransistorSoft
IBeacon
Local Notification
Leolin ShortcutBadger
EddyVerbruggen Calendar and SocialSharing Plugins
Cordova AppVersion
Adobe Air Fre
Android Support Libraries
Apache Cordova
Logback
OKHTTP 3.0
PhoneGap
Slf4j
AltBeacon
Google Firebase

Type
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Tracking
Tracking

Despite not being a tracking library, we note the presence of TransistorSoft. This is an external
library that provide geolocation services, relying on motion sensors to turn on/off the location
plugin (and thus, to safe battery). The plugin for ApacheCordova is not free and requires annual
payback to update it. Despite being a company from Canada, within the library there is a custom
locationmanager package which contains data messages written with Chinese characters, but
which cannot be translated due the use of a custom encoding. The code where these messages
are found is also obfuscated (see Figure 2, and the strings are decoded using a custom function
which cannot be executed outside the app. Thus, the actual meaning and purpose of these messages
cannot be identified. Despite its potential to access and exfiltrate geo-location and data related to
users’ physical activity, the library does not provide a Privacy Policy. Also, according to Terms of
Use,156 “The Software is provided without any warranty; Licensor hereby disclaims any warranty that
The Software shall be error free”.
AltBeacon is a library used to manage Bluetooth Beacons (i.e., messages). For example, using
this library the app can trigger notifications whenever a new devices is available, or where a new
message from a paired device is received. According to Exodus157 , this library has been reported
156 https://www.transistorsoft.com/shop/products/cordova-background-geolocation/license
157 https://reports.exodus-privacy.eu.org/fr/trackers/219/
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Fig. 2. Example of code and string obfuscation found in the TransistorSoft library integrated in the app
BeAware Bahrain

due to tracking capabilities. However, we cannot confirm function creep through this library in the
app, neither from static analysis of code, nor dynamic execution traces.
Firebase is present in this app, and indeed is being used for tracking and to monitor app status.
From the code, we can infer the list of events being tracked, shown in Table 6. The app seems to
only send information related to the presence of the event, not the actual data managed internally.
A weakness found in this library is that it provides the Google API Key hardcoded in the app code,
which is a bad practice that should be avoided.158
A.5

Hostnames and networking protocols

Table 7 shows the hostnames identified by both static and dynamic analysis:
• common.prd.govapps.bh and bct.prd.govapps.bh are the two main URL implementing
the web services that are contacted by the app, e.g., to make a vaccination appointment
or get the current COVID status. These are both hosted in Amazon Web Services in the
US, and it is unknown from the Privacy Policy what regulations or business relations are
established during the management of the data. For example, it is mentioned that “user
location information is securely saved in BeAware Bahrain backend application”, without details
on how it is secured.
• The app contacts 8 hosts from Google, including maps.google.com, www.android.com and
hosts related to Firebase tracking (e.g., app-measurement.com). These are all hosted by
Google in the US, and its usage is not specified in the privacy policy. The maps URL is used in
158 https://support.google.com/googleapi/answer/6310037?hl=en
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Event

AirportTPayConfirmPage
Pay
AppointmentPage
BookAppointment Success
AppointmentPage
Location
AppointmentPage
Add to Calendar
AppointmentPage
Pay
ChangeMobilePage
SendOTP
ChangeMobilePage
RegistrationSubmit
DabPageThreePage
DeclarationForArrivingToBahrainSuccess
DeclarationAgreePage
AcceptTravelDeclarationService Success
EServicesPage
Register
HomePage
Register
HomePage
StartQuarantine
LeavePermissionChangePage
changeRequest
LeavePermissionRequestPage
requestPermission
LeavePermissionSettingPage
setHomeLocation
LeavePermistionsPage
Register
MedicalCertificateDetailsPage
GetMedicalCertificate
Menu
Share the App
Notification Details Page
Notification modal
OurAppsDetailsPage
Social Media Share
OurAppsDetailsPage
Open App
PaymentReceiptPage
Send Email
PaymentReceiptPage Failed
RED
PcrTestCertificateDetailsPage
GetPcrTestCertificate
Pharmacy List Page
PharmacyList modal
RecoveryCertificateDetailsPage GetRecoveryCertificateDetails
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Event

RegistrationPage
RegistrationPage
RegistrationPage
RegistrationPhotoPage
RegistrationTypePage
ReportRapidResultDetailsPage
ReportRapidResultDetailsPage
SelfRequest
SelfRequest
SelfUploadPage
SelfUploadPage
SettingsPage
SymptomsSubmitPage
TestResultsPage
VaccinationDetailsPage
VaccinationRegisterAppointmentBookPage
VaccinationRegisterAppointmentBookPage
VaccinationRegisterAppointmentSuccessPage
VaccinationRegisterChangePage
VaccinationRegisterChangePage
VaccinationRegisterStep1Page
VaccinationRegisterStep1Page
VaccinationRegisterStep1Page
VaccinationRegisterStep3Page
VaccinationRegisterStep4Page
VaccinationReportSubmitPage

SendOTP
RegistrationTemporarySubmit
RegistrationSubmit
RegistrationPhotoUpload
citizentype
ReportRapidResultUpload
SubmitRapidResult
ClickPendingItem
ClickIdPhoto
UploadPic
UploadIDPic
Notification Changed
Survey Submitted
Register
GetVaccinationCertificate
BookVaccineAppointment Success
CancelVaccineAppointment Success
Add to Calendar
ChangeVaccinationRegisterSuccess
ViewTermsAndConditions
AppointmentDetailsForVaccination
AppointmentForVaccination
RegisterForVaccination
RegisterForVaccinationSuccess
ViewTermsAndConditions
ReportSubmitSuccess

Table 6. Events tracked through Firebase in BeAware Bahrain

an internal function (openMap) which is used to manage vaccination appointments. It might
include the current location coordinates of the user. In such a case, users’ geo-location might
be sent to Google.
• apps.bahrain.bh and dav2d3ygfljdk.cloudfront.net/ redirect to Bahrain’s eGovernment Apps Store, from which this app can be downloaded.
• tracker.transistorsoft.com, which is present in the code (concretely, in the plugin providing GeoLocation services, as described before). We ignore whether this is the actual URL
being used for geolocation services, since the dynamic traces do not show that this in indeed
contacted. But should this be the case, it is extremely dangerous since data is sent without
encryption, which might include users’ location.
We found one hostname, i.e., api.whatsapp.com, which is hardcoded in the library SocialShare.
This library can be used to share data through social networks (including Facebook, Twitter and
WhatsApp). In the actual implementation, none of these are used, and the sharing is done by means
of internal Intents (i.e., the data can be shared through the application selected by the user, rather
than internally by BeAware Bahrain).
A.6

Personal data dissemination

The privacy policy does not specify which data is being collected and sent by the app. We observe
that various Personal Identifiable Information are sent to and received from the main servers as
part of the main functionality. This include the passport number, location, user id, and health status
such as test results or vaccination states.
As explained before, most data is encrypted during the transmission, so potential privacy issues
might arise during its handling at the endpoint. However, we observe a potential communications
in a non-encrypted form to an external service (i.e., TransistorSoft), which might include location
data. Also, due to the use of Google Maps webservice, Google might be receiving the location of
the users when they look for vaccination centers to get appointments.
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SRC

IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

bahrain-corona-tracker.firebaseio.com
S,D

35.201.97.85

GOOGLE, US

CN=firebaseio.com

common.prd.govapps.bh
mobile-common-prd-385970823710.me-south-1.elasticbeanstalk.com
S,D

15.185.136.241 AMAZON-02, US
157.175.114.239

CN=*.prd.govapps.bh

covid19.who.int
S

52.84.68.107
52.84.68.20
52.84.68.56
52.84.68.9

AMAZON-02, US

CN=covid19.who.int

maps.google.com
S

216.58.215.142

GOOGLE, US

CN=*.google.com

tracker.transistorsoft.com
S

54.157.4.65
54.196.16.164
34.201.80.84
54.91.6.89

AMAZON-AES, US

Not applicable

www.worldometers.info
S

172.67.70.249
104.26.5.2
104.26.4.2

CLOUDFLARENET, US

C=US, ST=California, L=San
Francisco, O=Cloudflare, Inc.,
CN=sni.cloudflaressl.com

bct.prd.govapps.bh
S

52.48.249.218
52.18.96.212

AMAZON-02, US

CN=*.prd.govapps.bh

mobile-common-prd-385970823710.me-south-1.elasticbeanstalk.com
D

15.185.111.83 AMAZON-02, US
157.175.125.121

CN=*.prd.govapps.bh

dav2d3ygfljdk.cloudfront.net
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IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

13.32.91.59
13.32.91.74
13.32.91.54
13.32.91.126

AMAZON-02, US

CN=*.cloudfront.net

firebase.google.com
D

142.250.200.78

GOOGLE, US

CN=*.google.com

ssl.gstatic.com
D

142.250.185.3

GOOGLE, US

OU=No
SNI
provided;
please
fix
your
client.,
CN=invalid2.invalid

apps.bahrain.bh
D

52.84.68.16
52.84.68.50
52.84.68.102
52.84.68.43

AMAZON-02, US

C=BH,
L=Muharraq,
O=Information & eGovernment
Authority, CN=*.bahrain.bh

app-measurement.com
D

142.250.184.14

GOOGLE, US

CN=*.google-analytics.com

firebaselogging-pa.googleapis.com
D

142.250.184.10

GOOGLE, US

CN=upload.video.google.com

firebaseinstallations.googleapis.com
D

142.250.200.138 GOOGLE, US

CN=upload.video.google.com

firebaselogging.googleapis.com
D

142.250.201.74

GOOGLE, US

CN=upload.video.google.com

www.android.com
D

142.250.184.174 GOOGLE, US

CN=www.android.com

Table 7. Hostnames potentially contacted found in the app BeAware_Bahrain_0.5.8.apk. SRC column is the
source of the information (S=Static analysis, D=Dynamic analysis). Highlighted in red are those using HTTP

Finally, our analysis reveals functions to collect the unique device identifier, i.e., IMEI and also
calendar events. We cannot confirm whether these are being sent to external servers or managed
internally by the app. A previous report from OstorLab suggest that this data is logged in the device,
which is a bad practice since logs can be observed by other system apps. We cannot confirm this
behavior through our dynamic analysis.
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Summary

The app BeAware Bahrain has several privacy concerns, both in its design, and also in the implementation.
First, the registration against the official the web server requires the passport and an user id.
This allows the government to conduct re-identification of the users, which puts them potentially
at risk if, i) information is not properly managed; or ii) an error or attack leads to data leakage.
Indeed, there is at least one reported issue related to bad management practices of this data, since
it was used during a TV contest that relied on data gathered by the app. The app manages contact
tracing using a centralized approach, since fine geolocation is constantly shared with the server.
This practice is highly intrusive, since it allows the government to localize its citizens at every
moment. The use of pseudonyms and privacy-preserving protocols, e.g., de-centralized solutions,
would allow to conduct privacy preserving contact tracing.
Second, the use of the TransistorSoft library is a bad implementation choice for using geolocation
services. It lacks of a proper privacy policy, and the library is non-transparent due to being highly
obfuscated. The presence of Chinese characters is not consistent with its supposed origin (i.e.,
Canada). Also, the presence in the code of one URL which does not use encrypted communications
is risky. Again, the lack of transparency and limitations on the analysis prevent us from faithfully
determining whether this URL is being contacted during the regular use of the app. But should it
be contacted, the risks for the users would be high since geolocation data i) are being processed
by an external entity, with a missing privacy policy, and ii) they might be easily monitored by
any malicious observer eavesdropping the communication. Built-in LocationServices are provided
by the Google Mobile Services library. Thus, the use of an external third-party-library lacking
transparency and privacy guarantees is a deficient implementation choice, which is neither justified
nor mentioned in the app’s privacy policy.
Third, the app tracks several events through Firebase. The API Credentials of Firebase are
hardcoded in the code, which is a bad practice according to Google sources. Still, this is not a major
issue if these keys are restricted to be used only for the mobile app and not by other devices. Also,
the use of AltBeacon is dubious, since it has been reported as a potential tracking library by the
non-profit organization Exodus.159
According to previous report by OstorLab, the app writes sensitive information in the logs. it is
known that logs are readable by other applications, and logging PII should be avoided. We have
not observed leaked data in the logs, since we have not interacted with the server using fake data.
In this regard, the static analysis is not conclusive due to obfuscation, and the dynamic analysis
cannot confirm this is an issue.
Finally, the app development is not transparent. The source code is not available, and the app
is obfuscated with hinders its analysis. The privacy policy misses important details and it is very
simple,e.g., it does not indicate third party data recipients and stakeholders.

159 https://reports.exodus-privacy.eu.org/fr/trackers/219/
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PEDULILINDUNGI (INDONESIA)
App Metadata
App name
Package name
Country
Developer
Certificate signer
Version
Min SDK
Target SDK
Hash (MD5)
Downloaded from
Available on Google Play
Privacy Policy
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PeduliLindungi
com.telkom.tracencare
Indonesia
GOOGLE INC.
GOOGLE INC.
3.4.6
21
30
6600a147b6f44a72a27413d95408e3b5
apkcombo
YES
https://www.pedulilindungi.id/kebijakan-privasi-data

App Overview

PeduliLindungi (“CareProtect”) is the Indonesian government’s contact tracing and vaccine passport
app. Developed by the Ministry of Communication and Information, it is designed to assist in
tracking and stopping the spread of COVID-19. The app is similar to Singapore’s TraceTogether160
and is available for both iOS and Android devices. It uses Bluetooth to trace nearby users diagnosed
with COVID-19 and location data to warn users of areas with high infection rates (red zones) and
the location of health centers, hospitals and pharmacies. Users who are in quarantine are notified if
they leave their isolation zone. Users are also required to share with the app their location when
travelling and the identity of any person infected with COVID-19 that they have been in close
contact with.161,162 In order to register with the app, users must provide their full name and mobile
phone number.
In addition to contact tracing alerts, the app also includes several features related to vaccination
status, certificates, and QR code scanning for travel documents.163 This allows users who have
been partially or fully vaccinated to access public transportation and other facilities requiring
vaccination status. The app became mandatory for supermarkets in September 2021. Those who
cannot access CareProtect can still travel by plane or train starting from October 2021, as their
COVID-19 health status will be checked through the identification number (NIK) when buying
tickets.164,165,166 The app can also be used by foreign vaccine careholders who have received a
vaccine abroad.167,168
The application is a relatively complex package containing 4 activities, 12 services and 14
receivers. This reflects the multiple capabilities described by official sources. Parts of the app are
obfuscated and it implements other anti-analysis techniques, such as debugger and emulator checks,
and detection of rooted devices to make reverse engineering more difficult. To the best of our
knowledge, the source code has not been released publicly. This hinders static analysis and limits
public scrutiny.
160 https://www.tracetogether.gov.sg/
161 https://www-pedulilindungi-id.translate.goog/
162 https://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/-/media/files/nrf/nrfweb/contact-tracing/indonesia-contact-tracing.pdf?revisio

n=1c30d2b8-e883-4878-beee-f6fc5a6eb7eb
163 https://www.pedulilindungi.id/kebijakan-privasi-data
164 https://jakartaglobe.id/tech/govt-app-under-fire-over-leaked-jokowis-vaccination-status
165 https://en.tempo.co/read/1503232/pedulilindungi-app-mandatory-in-supermarkets-starting-sept-14
166 https://indonesiaexpat.id/news/pedulilindungi-trains-and-planes-can-be-booked-without-app-in-october/
167 https://jakartaglobe.id/news/foreign-vaccine-card-holders-can-register-at-pedulilindungi-covid19-tracking-app
168 https://en.tempo.co/read/1506090/pedulilindungi-app-now-accessible-to-people-vaccinated-overseas
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Permission Analysis

We identified the following permission requests in the AndroidManifest.xml file. Please see Section 4.3 for a detailed description of the permissions and their purpose.

Permission

Type

android.permission.ACCESS_BACKGROUND_LOCATION
AOSP
android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION
AOSP
android.permission.ACCESS_MEDIA_LOCATION
AOSP
android.permission.CAMERA
AOSP
android.permission.READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
AOSP
android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
AOSP
android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
AOSP
android.permission.FOREGROUND_SERVICE
AOSP
android.permission.INTERNET
AOSP
android.permission.RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED
AOSP
android.permission.WAKE_LOCK
AOSP
com.google.android.finsky.permission.BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE Custom
com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE
Custom

Protection Level
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

We discuss below the usage of the following permissions due to their potential to cause privacy
harm to users. All these dangerous permissions are used when the app runs. We identify at the
code level the purposes of the requests.

B.3.1 ACCESS_BACKGROUND_LOCATION, ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION, and ACCESS_MEDIA_LOCATION.
The location is a key component of this application. These permissions allow the app to track the
device’s physical geolocation at all times, even if the app is running in the background. It is used to
track the user’s movements and notify them when they enter certain geographical zones, as well
as to provide other location-based services. Location is sent to the main tracing service endpoint,
but also to third parties (see analysis below). Access to media location allows the app to obtain any
geographic locations persisted in the user’s shared collection.

B.3.2 CAMERA. The camera is used in various classes for taking photographs (for instance, to
report self-assessment). It is also used to scan QR codes. We have not found evidence of misuse of
this permission for other means different than the ones reported in the official documentation.

B.3.3 READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE and WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE. These permissions are
required to access (read and write) files stored in external storage and created by other apps. The
app uses the MediaStore API to access shareable media files (images, audio files, videos), which
explains the request of these permissions. Since the app targets Android 11 (API level 30), it is given
scoped storage by default. This means that the app has access only to its app-specific directory on
external storage and specific types of media that the app has created.
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Third-party SDKs and Libraries

SDK
AirBnB Lottie
Retrofit2
Rootbeer
Material-Calendar-View
Glide
Picker
Barteksc PDF Viewer
MPAndroidChart
Progressbutton
CalendarView
Nimbus
Stepview
Balloon
String Care
FinestWebView
Zeugma Locale Helper
Trustkit
Android Support Libraries
Google Maps Utils
Google Mobile Services
Firebase

Type
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Tracking
Tracking

The application includes several development libraries to implement the offered features. It also
uses Firebase for analytics and tracking crash reports.
The String Care library, which is used to obfuscate Strings at runtime, confirms the efforts
from the developers to hide the functionality of the app by preventing its analysis.
B.5

Hostnames and networking protocols

Table 8 shows the hostnames identified by both static and dynamic analysis.
• track.analytic.rocks. This endpoint is contacted to track app events of interest. It receives
sensitive data, including user personal data, and device and network IDs (more details below).
It is hosted by Alibaba cloud services.
• firebase-settings.crashlytics.com. This domain is part of Google Analytics and is used
to track and analyze app crash reports.
• app-measurement.com Owned by Google, this domain is used by Google Analytics for
Firebase to report the analytics events from the app.
• asset.pedulilindungi.id. This endpoint is used during the user registration, and thus is
the endpoint receiving the user’s full name, email and phone number. It is hosted by AKAMAI
in the Netherlands.
• peduli-lindungi.firebaseio.com. This is the main administration console for Firebase,
from which tracking and monitoring can be configured.
B.6

Personal data dissemination

According to the privacy policy,169 the app collects the following personal data items:
• Registration data: full name, mobile phone number or email.
169 https://www.pedulilindungi.id/kebijakan-privasi-data?lang=en
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SRC

IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

asset.pedulilindungi.id
S

84.53.132.121
2.17.211.98

AKAMAI-ASN1, NL

C=ID, ST=Daerah Khusus
Ibukota Jakarta, L=Jakarta Pusat,
O=Kementerian Komunikasi
dan Informatika Republik Indonesia, CN=*.pedulilindungi.id

peduli-lindungi.firebaseio.com
S

35.201.97.85

GOOGLE, US

CN=firebaseio.com

alb-hc4fjzb3xb886j59wg.ap-southeast-5.alb.aliyuncs.com
D

149.129.218.105 CNNIC-ALIBABA-US147.139.208.215 NET-AP Alibaba US
Technology Co., Ltd., CN

ERROR

firebase-settings.crashlytics.com
D

142.250.184.3

GOOGLE, US

CN=crashlytics.com

track.analytic.rocks
D

149.129.218.105 CNNIC-ALIBABA-US147.139.208.215 NET-AP Alibaba US
Technology Co., Ltd., CN

CN=*.analytic.rocks

app-measurement.com
D

142.250.184.14

GOOGLE, US

CN=*.google-analytics.com

Table 8. Hostnames potentially contacted found in the app PeduliLindungi_3.4.6.apk. SRC column is
the source of the information (S=Static analysis, D=Dynamic analysis).

• Device information.
• Photos and documents stored in the device or obtained through the camera, such as the
vaccine certificate, COVID-19 test results, or travel boarding passes.
• Location data. This is collected via a third-party SDK, which implies that such a third party
also gets access to the user’s location.
These data is stored in servers belonging to the Government of the Republic of Indonesia and might
be kept for a minimum of 5 years, according to the app’s privacy policy.
The app has been observed in runtime to contact the domain track.analytic.rocks to send the
following items: app name, timestamp, type of event, device ID, user ID, device name, launch type,
amount of RAM and storage, CPU, firmware, country, city, longitude and latitude, time spent in the
app, email, name, phone number, gender, IP address, carrier, network type, platform and version,
and a number of custom fields apparently related to the features (activities) of the apps used.
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Summary

The app does not comply with the Privacy-by-Design and Privacy-by-Default principles. The
collection of personal data, including user unique identifiers, geolocation, and health data items of a
potentially highly sensitive nature does not respect the data minimization principle. The exposure
notification service is centralized and does not implement any anonymization technique. Access to
users’ personal data in such a centralized design could potentially enable mass surveillance and
function creep. It also enables the possibility of data breaches, an attack that users of this app have
already suffered. The COVID-19 vaccine certificate of the president of Indonesia was leaked online
on September 2021, the same week as a data breach affecting 1.3 million users of the PeduliLindungi
app.170
Another problematic design choice is that location is collected via a third-party SDK which also
gets access to the data, as explictly stated in the privacy policy:171
The location feature used in PeduliLindungi uses a Third-Party Software Development Kit
which mean that this party will also have access to the User’s location data.
This unnecessarily increases privacy risks and potential for abuse. It is also unclear what is the
purpose of the analytics endpoint that collects very sensitive data. Overall, these design choices
are not aligned with the requirements and best privacy practices set by international organizations
and scholars.
The privacy policy also opens the door for function creep by allowing uses of the data beyond
those related to fighting the pandemic. Section 6 describes the data sharing policy in the following
terms:
User’s Personal Data will not be sent and disseminated to other parties except parties
appointed by the Government of the Republic of Indonesia in handling the spread of
COVID-19 and in order to facilitate the new normal life, as well as legitimate requests
from law enforcement officials based on the provisions of laws and regulations.
The app is also deficient in terms of transparency. The source code is not public and the app
includes multiple anti-analysis techniques, including an external library to obfuscate the Strings.
This impedes an accurate analysis by difficulting a reliable assessment of the app’s true functionality
and capabilities.

170 https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/privacy-alarm-indonesia-over-presidents-leaked-vaccine-certificate-

2021-09-03/
171 https://www.pedulilindungi.id/kebijakan-privasi-data?lang=en
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COMMONPASS (INTERNATIONAL)
App Metadata
App name
Package name
Country
Developer
Certificate signer
Version
Min SDK
Target SDK
Hash (MD5)
Downloaded from
Available on Google Play
Privacy Policy

C.2

CommonPass
org.thecommonsproject.android.commonpass
Global2
GOOGLE INC.
GOOGLE INC.
1.7.1
26
30
bff244af0b557842f8b81060bb12cfd9
apkcombo, apkpure
YES
https://commonpass.org/privacy

App Overview

CommonPass is an application developed by The Commons Project, a nonprofit organization based
on Switzerland. It permits users to privately share their health status, i.e., proof of vaccination
and/or negative COVID-19 test. It is compatible with vaccine administrators or testing laboratories
that provide SMART Health Cards,172 which provide information using QR codes. Once users
are tested negative or they get vaccinated, they scan the issued QR code with the Common Pass
application. The health data is kept stored in the app.
The CommonPass app can be used for traveling to specific places, or as a general purpose
certificate. In the former case, the user needs an ‘invitation code’ which depends on the destination.
According to the official web page,173 by January 2022 only travels to/from Aruba and Hawaii
from the US are covered in the app. The web page also provides a list of compatible labs and
vaccination providers. In the studied version (1.7.1), COVID-19 booster shots cannot be certified in
CommonPass due to “complexity” reasons.174
The app is written in Kotlin and Java and it is composed by 3 activities, 3 services and 1 receiver.
The app is not obfuscated, but the source code is not publicly available.
C.3

Permission Analysis

We identified the following permission requests in the AndroidManifest.xml file. We refer the
reader to Section 4.3 for a detailed description of the permissions and their purpose.
The three permissions are reasonable for the functioning of the application. The only dangerous
permission (CAMERA) is required to allow for QR code scanning from SMART Health Cards. The
two other permissions are required to permit the app to connect to the Internet.
Permission

Type

Protection Level

android.permission.CAMERA
android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
android.permission.INTERNET

AOSP
AOSP
AOSP

Dangerous
Normal
Normal

172 https://smarthealth.cards/en/
173 https://commonpass.org/howto
174 https://commonpass.org/faqs
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Third-party SDKs and Libraries

SDK

Type

Barcode Scanner
OTP View
Russhwolf Settings
PdfBox
ZeroBranch Layout
KTOR HTTP
Android Support Libraries
Bouncy castle
Slf4j
Newrelic
Bugsnag
Google Mobile Services

Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Tracking
Tracking
Tracking

CommonPass contains three different libraries with potential tracking capabilities, one of which
is GMS. The two third-party SDKs (Bugsnag and Newrelic) provide similar services.
Bugsnag, is a tracking library specialized on monitoring application stability. It allows developers
to understand whether the app is crashing due to specific bugs, or if there are functions that require
new features. It works by capturing unhandled and handled exceptions (errors). According to
official sources, crash reports include device manufacturer, model, OS name and version.175 Among
other metrics, Bugsnag automatically collects the following information:176
•
•
•
•
•

Activity lifecycle (screens navigated by the user)
Network connectivity
Bluetooth status
Low battery
Turning the screen on and off

In the case of CommonPass, Bugsnag is also instrumented to notify two exceptions related with
the reading of QR codes, and also to provide custom crash messages for certain events.
NewRelic is a library that provides an observability platform that allows developers to understand
how to improve the application. Through static analysis, we cannot observe the actual purpose of
this library within the app, since it can be fully customized at the backend. We found an utility
class from the main package which indeed gives support for tracking (see Figure 3). This allows to
record ‘breadcrumbs’ (custom-defined messages), exceptions (e.g., app crashes) and other custom
events. During manual dynamic analysis, we observe traffic being sent to New Relic servers (more
details below).
C.5

Hostnames and networking protocols

Table 9 shows the hostnames identified by both static and dynamic analysis:
• *.oa.a.run.app are the URLs hosted in Google, US. They are used for Google Cloud Run, a
platform that allows to develop and deploy applications on the cloud servers of Google. The
application contains several internal web views that directly load these URLs to handle the
main app functionality. For example, the endpoint:
pass-ea6laywiuq-oa.a.run.app/verifications/UUID
175 https://www.bugsnag.com/platforms/android
176 https://www.bugsnag.com/blog/android-breadcrumbs-support
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Fig. 3. Code snippet showing the functions in the CommonPass application to implement tracking through
NewRelic SDK.

SRC

IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO
play.google.com

S

142.250.185.14

GOOGLE, US

OU=No
SNI
provided;
please
fix
your
client.,
CN=invalid2.invalid

apptest.tcptest.org
S

54.161.165.233 AMAZON-AES, US
44.199.156.184
3.219.174.163
3.209.138.104
18.211.83.64
3.223.156.111

CN=*.tcptest.org

chdscollector-ea6laywiuq-oa.a.run.app
assemblers-ea6laywiuq-oa.a.run.app
policy-ea6laywiuq-oa.a.run.app
pass-ea6laywiuq-oa.a.run.app
S

216.239.36.53

GOOGLE, US

CN=*.a.run.app

app.commonhealth.org
S

54.161.92.194
52.4.67.225
52.205.161.51
52.21.174.84
52.54.252.98
35.168.130.81

AMAZON-AES, US

apps.apple.com

CN=*.commonhealth.org
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IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

23.62.184.25

AKAMAI-AS, US

businessCategory=Private
Organization/jurisdictionC=US/jurisdictionST=California/serialNumber=
C=US,
ST=California,
L=Cupertino, O=Apple Inc.,
OU=management:idms.group.1208920,
CN=itunes.apple.com

appdev.tcpdev.org
S

52.7.141.188
52.87.125.76
52.86.170.151
18.211.77.15
52.71.200.0
3.224.155.25

AMAZON-AES, US

CN=*.tcpdev.org

loinc.org
S

3.92.153.161

AMAZON-AES, US

Not applicable

commonpass.org
S

198.49.23.145 SQUARESPACE, US
198.49.23.144
198.185.159.145
198.185.159.144

C=US, ST=New York, L=New
York, O=Squarespace, Inc.,
CN=*.squarespace.com

fhir-registry.smarthealthit.org
S

185.199.108.153 FASTLY, US
185.199.110.153
185.199.109.153
185.199.111.153

Not applicable

mobile-collector.newrelic.com.cdn.cloudflare.net
D

162.247.241.4

NEWRELIC-AS-1, US

ERROR

Table 9. Hostnames potentially contacted found in the app CommonPass_1.7.1.apk. SRC column is
the source of the information (S=Static analysis, D=Dynamic analysis). Highlighted in red are those
using HTTP

is used as an online passport manager (see Figure 4, corresponding to a random UUID).
Providing open access to this API open to everyone is risky. For example, it can be abused by
a brute-force attack, where any non-authenticated user can conduct unlimited queries for
random UUIDs to get information related to passports behind these random UUIDs, if any
turns out to be valid. We ignore whether this is indeed a security issue or not (due to ethical
reasons we have not pen-tested this endpoint).
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Fig. 4. Result of a random query, using an non-existent UUID, to the API endpoint https://pass-ea6laywiuqoa.a.run.app/verifications/

• The communication with fhir-registry.smarthealthit.org is potentially made insecurely, i.e., in cleartext. This is intended to communicate with the main API for SMART
certificates using Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) data exchange format,
presumably needed to authorize the app to fetch test results from testing laboratories using
SMART certificates. As of January 2022, though, the endpoint for this API is returning a 404 error, possibly due to this not being longer used. Indeed, we cannot observe this communication
through dynamic analysis.
• apptest.tcptest.org, appdev.tcpdev.org and app.commonhealth.org are the URLs for
the AttestationService, which is used for testing, development and during production, respectively. They are all hosted in Amazon. This service is in charge of issuing and managing
vaccination certificates, e.g., by contacting providers or conducting certificate validation.
• loinc.org While this communication is done over a non-secure channel, it automatically
redirects to a secure one. It is used to communicate with the main Logical Observation
Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) server, a database with standard codes for identifying
medical laboratory observations. It is used to fetch codes for testing laboratories and vaccine
providers.
• play.google.com and apps.apple.com are used to redirect the user to check/get app updates in the official Android and Apple stores.
C.6

Personal data dissemination

According to the privacy policy, the CommonPass app collects the following information:177
• Health information: test results, vaccination history, laboratories where the user has been
tested, and type of tests.
• Identifying information: e-mail, IP address, and unique device identifier.
• Device information: device type, type of mobile users, operating system and “other log data”.
• Tracking and monitoring: how many times a user uses the app, crash and bug information
(when needed), and also how users “access and use the App”
As described above, the app used two tracking libraries in addition to GMS, which implies that
part of all this information might be shared with parties hosted in external servers and governed
by different privacy regulations. For example, New Relic’s privacy policy states that they collect
“log files, event files, and other trace and diagnostic files, as well as statistical, aggregated data, and
Personal Data (such as user name, user ID, etc.)."178 and that this data might be served with other
177 https://commonpass.org/privacy#priv-link-2
178 https://newrelic.com/sites/default/files/content/dam/new-relic/termsandconditions/NewRelicServicesDataPrivacyNo

tice_March142021.pdf
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business partners or service providers. Bugsnag’s privacy policy, though, indicates that they “do
not collect, receive, store, or otherwise interact with the customers’ data”.179 . During dynamic analysis,
we observe traffic with content being sent to New Relic, such as the app name, version, package
name, android version and unique device ID. Also, we observe traffic directed to Bugsnag servers
with the following information: app ID and version, Android version, device information (UUID,
manufacturer, OS name and version, locale and current memory usage) and also session information
(i.e., session ID and date on when started).
Also, various critical functions (e.g, management of passport information or communications
with laboratories) are implemented using Google Cloud Run, and thus the information is being
sent to, and managed by Google, under its privacy conditions. This is stated in the privacy policy
as follows"
We may share information with vendors, consultants, and other service providers who need access to
such information to carry out work for us. Their use of personal data will be subject to appropriate
confidentiality and security measures (e.g., cloud providers who host our App).
Apart from the above, which is indeed declared in the privacy policy, we have not observed other
information being disclosed to third parties.
C.7

Summary

The CommonPass application facilitates the storage and management of e-health passports, corresponding to negative test results, vaccination records, or both. It supports exchanges with laboratories and vaccine providers that support the SMART e-card formats, and relies on the Fast Healthcare
Interoperability Resources (FHIR) data format for data exchange. While the app is designed for
being used during airplane traveling, it currently supports flights from/to the US mainlands to
Hawaii (United States) and Aruba (The Netherlands). It is also intended to serve as “general purpose”
e-passport app. However, according to users’ rating and official responses in GooglePlay, it suffers
from compatibility and usability issues for scenarios other than the aforementioned flights. These
issues are out of the scope of this study, but they reflect questionable design practices.
The app only requires the necessary permissions that are needed for the intended and declared
behavior of the app. Also, the code is not obfuscated, which facilitates its analysis. However, it does
not provide an open source implementation. Provided that The Commons Project is a non-profit
public trust, keeping the code private is not justified and prevents public scrutiny. Moreover, the
app does not meet the best privacy standards and it poses important risks to users’ privacy.
A concerning privacy issue comes from the use of two third-party libraries, Bugsnag and New
Relic, with strong tracking capabilities. While the privacy policy states that this is needed to “enforce
the Terms of Usage” and to “maintain and improve the app”, this should not be at the cost of tracking
users’ personal data. Also, for maintenance and crash monitoring purposes the use of Bugsnag
would be enough, which (according to its privacy policy) is less privacy invasive. Thus, the use of
New Relic is not justified, provided that this library offers similar services as Bugsnag, but reflects
a more invasive privacy policy, as described before. Dynamic analysis indeed confirms that both
tracking libraries are used together, providing similar information in the observed traffic.
The app potentially performs non-secure communications, where the data is being sent in cleartext, i.e., not encrypted. A potential adversary might thus be allowed to conduct man-in-the-middle
attacks and eavesdrop such communications. Also, the app implements its core functionality in
Google servers (using Google Cloud Run), which might involve additional privacy and security
risks not observed in the actual app analysis. However, we were not able to spot this insecure
179 https://docs.bugsnag.com/legal/privacy-policy/
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behavior during dynamic analysis. Part of these services are indeed openly available to anyone to
conduct queries, which is a bad practice and should be restricted to accesses from the app.
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IATA TRAVEL PASS (INTERNATIONAL)

D.1

App Metadata
App name
Package name
Country
Developer
Certificate signer
Version
Min SDK
Target SDK
Hash (MD5)
Downloaded from
Available on Google Play
Privacy Policy

D.2

Travel Pass
org.iata.tpa
Global
GOOGLE INC.
GOOGLE INC.
2.2.0
23
30
8dee95585ae5a3bc0f53a83bfa548e7d
apkpure, apkcombo
YES
https://www.iata.org/travelpass-privacy/

App Overview

The IATA Travel Pass Initiative allows users to safely convey COVID results/certificates to governments and airlines prior to their travel. It relies on 4 modules:
(1) IATA Timatic, a registry of health requirements to check what is the current status in the
travellers’ destinations.180
(2) A registry of testing/vaccination centers that can be queried by travelers both in origin and
destination locations.
(3) A Lab app, which is focused and developed for testing labs so they can easily send test results
to the users.
(4) Finally, the IATA Travel Pass, which is the endpoint solution for users that allows them to i)
create a digital copy of the passport in the app; ii) obtain test results automatically from labs,
and get a “safe-to-travel” certificate by mapping these results with the existing regulations of
the destination country (obtained through Timatic); and, finally, iii) share test results with
airlines by either a digital verifiable document or a QR code which can be scanned at the
airports.
IATA uses technology from Evernym, a platform focused on verifiable credentials.181 According to
official sources, the database used to maintain the data is decentralized and no central authority holds
passenger information.182 Data is only stored in the clients’ device, and sharing with third-parties
(i.e., foreign governments and airlines) is done by the user in accordance with their corresponding
privacy and data protection policies.
The app is developed in Kotlin and Java. It is a complex app composed of 10 activities, 17 services
and 11 receivers, with a size of 152.7MB. It is not obfuscated. The source code, however, is not
publicly available.
D.3

Permission Analysis

We identified the following permission requests in the AndroidManifest.xml file. We refer the
reader to Section 4.3 for a detailed description of the permissions and their purpose.

180 https://www.iata.org/en/publications/timatic/
181 https://www.evernym.com/case-studies-travelpass/
182 https://www.iata.org/contentassets/2b02a4f452384b1fbae0a4c40e8a5d0c/travel-pass-faqs.pdf
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Type

android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION
AOSP
android.permission.CAMERA
AOSP
android.permission.READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
AOSP
android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
AOSP
android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
AOSP
android.permission.FLASHLIGHT
AOSP
android.permission.FOREGROUND_SERVICE
AOSP
android.permission.INTERNET
AOSP
android.permission.NFC
AOSP
android.permission.RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED
AOSP
android.permission.USE_BIOMETRIC
AOSP
android.permission.USE_FINGERPRINT
AOSP
android.permission.VIBRATE
AOSP
android.permission.WAKE_LOCK
AOSP
com.google.android.finsky.permission.BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE Custom
com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE
Custom

Protection Level
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

D.3.1 ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION. Location is used to provide the user with nearby testing laboratories. The location is used by the web service at https://lab-locator.iata.org/mobile/labLocator-home.html (see the analysis of this hostname below). Also, this permission is required by
an external SDK (Regula) to perform Bluetooth scanning. However, apparently this library function
is not used by the main app.
D.3.2 CAMERA. The use of camera is justified since the app uses to get self-pictures of users’ face
and to map these to the passport identity. It also allows to scan QR codes in the testing labs in order
to get paired with these and get results automatically.
D.3.3 READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE, WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE. These permissions are required to store data in the primary shared/external storage, so the app can place persistent files.
We observe that this storage is used to place encrypted data used by the application (this indeed
is mentioned in the privacy policy of the app,183 which indicates that “All your data is stored
encrypted to the digital wallet on your device”). However, we observe that the app temporarily stores
an unencrypted photo of the user in this media, thus making it available for other applications
(potentially malicious) in installed in the device. Figure 5 shows how external media storage is used
to place users’ photos in the shared media storage without encryption.
As for the encrypted data in the external storage, according to official documentation from
Google, ‘‘There is no security enforced with these files. For example, any application holding Manifest.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE can write to these files”.184 Thus, while access to
the content of these files might be restricted due to encryption, they could be tampered by other
applications except for the scoped storage restrictions that apply to API level 30.

183 https://www.iata.org/travelpass-privacy/
184 https://developer.android.com/reference/android/content/Context#getExternalFilesDir(java.lang.String)
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Fig. 5. Code snippet org.iata.tpa.features.onboarding.profilepicture.presentation.ui.ImageCaptureStanda
lines 26 to 50, which suggests that the app stores unencrypted profile pictures in the shared storage.

D.4

Third-party SDKs and Libraries

SDK
Moshi
Glide
Pin
JWT
Ev-VCX
Jackson
JP2
Regula
Java Native Access (JNA)
Firebase
Google Cloud Audit Logs

Type
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Tracking
Tracking

Firebase is included and used in the app. Apart from the tracking capabilities this library provides,
the code contains functions that rely on Firebase Remote Config.185 This is a cloud service that
allows to change the behavior and appearance of the app dynamically, without the need to publish
a new app update. Also, it allows to customize content based on the users’ profile, obtained by
185 https://firebase.google.com/docs/remote-config
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means of tracking using Firebase itself. In IATA Travel Pass, it is used to provide local time, to
customize updates and also to provide different health credential test types (since these might differ
depending on the issuing country).
Google Cloud Audit Logs is a library that allows to record administrative activities and accesses
to GoogleCloud resources. It helps security, auditing and compliance entities to monitor app
behavior for possible vulnerabilities or external data misuse. Its presence could allow the app to
audit administrative activities and also data access on Google Cloud services. It poses a potential
privacy violation, though we have not observed evidence of the logs being recorded and sent to
Google.
D.5

Hostnames and networking protocols

Table 10 shows the hostnames identified by both static and dynamic analysis:
• demo.travelpassinfra.org, dev.travelpassinfra.org, staging.travelpassinfra.org/
and prod.travelpassinfra.org are the main endpoints for the remote services. They are
used during the different software development processess (i.e., testing, development staging and production respectively). They all rely on Amazon Web Services and are hosted in
Amazon, US.
• www.google.com. This URL is hardcoded in the app and it is being used as a default contacting
host to check proper Internet connectivity by means of DNS resolving. Thus, the host is not
actually being contacted, but only used to resolve the domain into its IP address.
• travelpass-9031d-default-rtdb.europe-west1.firebasedatabase.app. This is the URL
for the remote Firebase server hosting remote logging, by means of the Timber SDK. App
logs are those being sent to this server, hosted by Google in the US.
• lab-locator.iata.org/mobile/lab-Locator-home.html is a URL that provides locations
of laboratories in an internal WebView. It implements a custom search form and displays a
map with the laboratories around a given location. It requests access to the device location
to display nearby laboratories; otherwise those near to a given address are shown.
D.6

Personal data dissemination

This app accesses and manages several personal data, which are properly declared in the privacy
policy:
• Users’ photographs. These are needed for facial recognition and to match them with the
one stored in the passport. As described before, we observe that the app might not properly
secure the storage of these photographs, putting at risk the privacy of the users if another
app is able to access them.
• Video recording face, for liveness test. This is neither stored nor sent through the network.
• Passport information. This information is read from the passport, either using Near-FieldCommunication (NFC) or Machine-Readable-Zone (MRZ). Data is stored encrypted and only
revealed to third parties upon user consent.
• Flight booking reference.
• Health status (test results and/or proof of vaccinations).
All this data is necessary for the intended behavior of the application. The data that needs to
be sent to other parties, e.g., labs or IATA servers, is removed once processed and it is no longer
needed, according to the privacy policy. From our technical analysis, we cannot confirm whether
this removal is enforced or not. We have not found evidence of this data being sent to non-authorized
third-parties.
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ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

demo.travelpassinfra.org
S

52.84.68.8
52.84.68.52
52.84.68.57
52.84.68.69

AMAZON-02, US

CN=demo.travelpassinfra.org

dev.travelpassinfra.org
S

13.32.91.59
13.32.91.6
13.32.91.81
13.32.91.3

AMAZON-02, US

CN=dev.travelpassinfra.org

prod.travelpassinfra.org
S

52.85.187.42
52.85.187.57
52.85.187.76
52.85.187.38

AMAZON-02, US

CN=prod.travelpassinfra.org

www.iata.org
S

104.18.9.174
104.18.8.174

CLOUDFLARENET, US

C=US, ST=California, L=San
Francisco, O=Cloudflare, Inc.,
CN=sni.cloudflaressl.com

www.google.com
S

216.58.215.132

GOOGLE, US

OU=No
SNI
provided;
please
fix
your
client.,
CN=invalid2.invalid

travelpass-9031d-default-rtdb.europe-west1.firebasedatabase.app
S

34.107.226.223

GOOGLE, US

CN=*.europewest1.firebasedatabase.app

lab-locator.iata.org
S

104.17.102.108
104.17.101.108

CLOUDFLARENET, US

C=CA, ST=Quebec, L=Montreal,
O=International Air Transport
Association, CN=*.iata.org

staging.travelpassinfra.org
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SRC
S

IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

52.85.187.86
52.85.187.129
52.85.187.122
52.85.187.103

AMAZON-02, US

CN=staging.travelpassinfra.org

example-widget.timatic.iata.org
S

104.16.210.227 CLOUDFLARENET, US
104.16.211.227

C=US, ST=California, L=San
Francisco, O=Cloudflare, Inc.,
CN=iata.org

Table 10. Hostnames potentially contacted found in the app IATA_Travel_Pass_2.2.0.apk. SRC column is the
source of the information (S=Static analysis, D=Dynamic analysis).

D.7

Summary

IATA Travel Pass is a complex app which implements several capabilities. It is designed to be
privacy-respectful, and the use of Verifiable Credentials (VC) is a good approach. VC provide a
digitally signed certificate that a given user (with an ID confirmed through a digital passport) can
travel or not to a certain destination depending on COVID test results and current restrictions at
the destination. VC works provided that the issuer trusts the holder, the holder trusts the verifier,
and the verifier trusts the issuer. Thus, it requires that airlines, Governments and laboratories trust
each other, a fact that is out of the scope of the technical solution provided by the app. We note,
though, that at the core of this trust chain are the travelers, who are the actual users of this app. In
this regard, it is worth mentioning that the app in Google Play Store, as of December 2021, has
more than 100,000 downloads. It has been reviewed by 734 users, with a negative score (1.4 out of
5), mostly due technical, usability and compatibility problems. In absence of a trustful community,
the use of this application is limited.
Regarding the use of a “decentralized” database, this actually means that the app relies on
databases of different stakeholders, and should not be confused with a distributed database such as
Blockchain. The testing labs have the information related to a given user’s health status. The app
creates a secure connection with the testing lab to get the results. These are correlated with Timatic
information to get a verified certificate that indicates whether a user is authorized to travel to a
certain region or not. Then, the user decides whether to send this information to a third party (i.e.,
governments or airlines). Thus, these entities might get and store all the data in their (centralized)
servers.
The app is not obfuscated. However, despite boasting privacy-by-design, the app source code is
not publicly released. This, together with the complexity of the app due to the large number of
capabilities that are implemented, put barriers for a comprehensive privacy assessment.
A potential privacy risk is due to the use of temporal shared storage. The static analysis of the code
suggests that the app stores temporarily sensitive information in the shared media folder, which
might make it accessible for other apps that have the READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE permission
granted. Also, the presence of Firebase Remote Config might allow to customize certain functions
based on user profiles. It is being used for sending custom test types, local time, potential updates
and a list of countries whose passport can be read only through Machine Readable Zone (MRZ).
This is reasonable for the proper behavior claimed, and we have found no evidence of function
creep with this library.
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E.1

CORONAPP (CHILE)
App Metadata
App name
Package name
Country
Developer
Certificate signer
Version
Min SDK
Target SDK
Hash (MD5)
Downloaded from
Available on Google Play
Privacy Policy

E.2
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CORONapp
cl.gob.digital.coronapp
Chile
GOOGLE INC.
GOOGLE INC.
2.1.3
18
28
33a85654cee4a386b03e6fa504665a49
evozi, apkpure
YES
https://coronapp.gob.cl/politicas.html

App Overview

CoronApp is an official app from the Chilean Ministry of Health that allows citizens to:186
• Self-diagnose based on symptoms and get a risk classification.
• Receive official notifications from the Ministry of Health.
• Deliver and receive information related to the pandemic evolution and status.
• Report and inform about high-risk events or behaviors observed.
• Ask for or offer help to neighbors.
Chile has released a digital mobility pass/immunity passport which be activated after being
fully vaccinated by a QR code on the back of the vaccination confirmation, or by request at
https://mevacuno.gob.cl, The immunity passport allows for travel between “phase 1 and 2” districts,
but does not affect other restrictions, e.g., curfew.187 However, this passport is not integrated in
the CoronApp, thus restricting its use as a mobility pass app. Also, it does not serve as contact
tracing app since it requires users to send their symptoms; otherwise they will not be tracked by
the central authorities.
A report by Derechos Digitales, a non-profit civil rights organization for Latin America, criticizes
the app due to its limited utility, unnecessary data collection, poor quality privacy policy and also
since it is inaccessible for people with limited digital literacy.188 Privacy international partner Datos
Protegidos foundation also listed “a series of critical regulatory points, demanding a multistakeholder
discussion” for the CoronApp.189
The app is developed using Flutter, an Android developing framework from Google which is
natively compiled in DART. This, together with the fact that the source code is unavailable, makes
reverse engineering harder and has a negative effect on transparency. Also, our analysis suggests
that it includes potential anti-analysis techniques (e.g., anti-VM and anti-debugging).
E.3

Permission Analysis

We identified the following permission requests in the AndroidManifest.xml file. We refer the
reader to Section 4.3 for a detailed description of the permissions and their purpose.
186 https://coronapp.gob.cl/
187 https://chiletoday.cl/chilean-mobility-pass-promises-more-freedoms-for-the-vaccinated/
188 https://www.derechosdigitales.org/14387/coronapp-la-inutilidad-del-atajo-tecnologico-desplegado-por-el-gobierno-

y-sus-riesgos/
189 https://datosprotegidos.org/declaracion-de-fundacion-datos-protegidos-sobre-app-anunciada-por-gobierno-de-chile-

como-respuesta-a-covid19/
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Permission

Type

android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION
AOSP
android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION
AOSP
android.permission.READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
AOSP
android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
AOSP
android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
AOSP
android.permission.INTERNET
AOSP
android.permission.WAKE_LOCK
AOSP
com.google.android.finsky.permission.BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE Custom
com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE
Custom

Protection Level
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

E.3.1 ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION, ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION. The location is needed for the
actual purpose of the app, e.g., locate nearby health centers or the use of maps to report events.
According to the privacy policy, “this is optional and CoronApp does not store location data”. We
cannot determine any function creep, e.g., location being sent to non-official parties, or data leaked
in the internal logs.
E.3.2 READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE, WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE. These permissions allow an
app to access the external (shared) storage of the devices and should be avoided whenever possible.
We cannot determine whether the app is using this for any purpose. However, we observe that this
permission is required by at least one third-party library (Trust Fall) which, among others, checks if
the app is running on an external storage (see below). Also, some data requested by the app, which
is used when users want to get help from their neighbors, is a personal picture. Since Camera is
not used, we assume this picture is taken from personal photos on the device file storage system.
E.4

Third-party SDKs and Libraries

SDK
Rootbeer
Launch Review (Flutter Pluggin)
Trust Fall
Android Support Libraries
Google Firebase
Google Mobile Services

Type
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Tracking
Tracking

The app includes the SDK Trust Fall, which allows to check whether the device is Rooted,
or whether the app is running in an emulator. This is done with the purpose of not allowing the
execution of the app on these devices, thus rendering the app unusable for citizens that use a rooted
device. Also, this practice is often considered as an anti-analysis technique, since rooted devices
and emulators are instrumented and equipped for technical analysis.
The applications relies on WhatsApp as a chat platform for the app. It also provides interfaces
for using Facebook. For WhatsApp, if the device has the application installed, it uses it. Otherwise,
it uses the public facing API. For Facebook, it only works if the app is installed in the device.
WhatsApp is claimed to be used for tele-medicine.
The app uses Firebase for tracking and monitoring. The presence and use of this library is
confirmed by dynamic analysis, and we observe actual traffic being sent to Firebase servers (see
below).
E.5

Hostnames and networking protocols

Table 11 shows the hostnames identified by both static and dynamic analysis:
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• coronapp.gob.cl. This is the main site of CoronApp, which contains general information
and links to the Privacy Policy, Terms of Use and the official Android and Apple repositories.
• app-coronavirus.herokuapp.com. Herokuapp is a Cloud Application Framework that allows developers to build, deploy and manage apps. When this URL is accessed, it leaks
information on the services allowed for CoronApp (see Figure 6). Among these services, we
find the main login page for Grappelli,190 which is an administration panel to configure the
web servics. This should not be exposed openly in Internet, since it allows for brute forcing
the login credentials.
• www.chileatiende.gob.cl. This is the URL of the official government portal to provide
advice and help by means of various communication channels.
• www.comisariavirtual.cl. This is a virtual “police station” providing various services. It
allows citizens to create reports and also to ask for safeguards for traveling abroad.
• c19.cl. This portal acts as a Health Passport and can be used by citizens returning to Chile
from foreign countries to get “sworn statements.” It redirects to the official vaccination portal
in Chile.
• www.gov.cl. This is the main page of the Government of Chile, which provides also information related to the current status of the Pandemic.
• coronaapp-web.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com. This web service is hosted in Amazon and
allows to get a JSON with national health centers and related facilities.191
• claveunica.gob.cl. This URL allows the app to identify and authenticate users using Clave
Unica, the official digital identity used to authenticate citizens on government services.
• app-measurement.com and coronapp-303ff.firebaseio.com. Hosted by Google in the
US, these two URLs are used by Firebase for tracking. The first is the actual URL receiving
the tracking events, while the second is the URL used for configuration and administration.
E.6

Personal data dissemination

According to the privacy policy, the app collects the following information from users:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passport id
Email
Phone number
Full name
Age
Province
Health data (i.e., symptoms)
A picture, to allow neighbors to identify each other
Address, so neighbors can provide help
GPS coordinates, to locate the user in the map and provide nearby health centers or to report
events.

The app uses the package device_info,192 which provides functions to access information from
the device, such as model, hardware, manufacturer, baseOS and other system features. Apart from
what is stated in the privacy policy, our analysis indicates that the app accesses the personal device
identifier (IMEI) and the phone number of the device. This is probably sent as part of tracking and
app monitoring by Firebase, through we cannot confirm this by dynamic analysis.
190 https://grappelliproject.com/
191 https://coronaapp-web.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/health_facilities.json
192 https://pub.dev/packages/device_info
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Fig. 6. List of services implemented for CoronApp in HerokuApp which are leaked. It includes the Grappelli
main login site.

SRC

IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO
coronapp.gob.cl

S

52.84.68.77
52.84.68.36
52.84.68.76
52.84.68.101

AMAZON-02, US

CN=coronapp.gob.cl
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ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

app-coronavirus.herokuapp.com
S

3.209.172.72
54.243.238.66
23.22.130.173
107.22.57.98

AMAZON-AES, US

CN=*.herokuapp.com

www.chileatiende.gob.cl
S

54.80.74.29
54.85.31.230
44.197.83.116

AMAZON-AES, US

CN=*.chileatiende.cl

www.comisariavirtual.cl
S

13.32.91.45
13.32.91.77
13.32.91.16
13.32.91.110

AMAZON-02, US

CN=comisariavirtual.cl

c19.cl
S

104.21.29.4
172.67.171.54

CLOUDFLARENET, US

C=US, ST=California, L=San
Francisco, O=Cloudflare, Inc.,
CN=sni.cloudflaressl.com

api.whatsapp.com
S

31.13.83.51

FACEBOOK, US

C=US, ST=California, L=Menlo
Park,
O=Facebook,
Inc.,
CN=*.whatsapp.net

www.gob.cl
S

13.248.194.103
76.223.86.196

AMAZON-02, US

CN=www.gob.cl

coronaapp-web.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com
S

52.218.153.121

AMAZON-02, US

CN=*.s3-us-west2.amazonaws.com

claveunica.gob.cl
S

13.32.91.106
13.32.91.67
13.32.91.8
13.32.91.97

AMAZON-02, US

CN=*.claveunica.gob.cl

app-measurement.com
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SRC
D

IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

142.250.184.14

GOOGLE, US

CN=*.google-analytics.com

coronapp-303ff.firebaseio.com
D

35.201.97.85

GOOGLE, US

CN=firebaseio.com

Table 11. Hostnames potentially contacted found in the app CoronApp_v2.1.3.apk. SRC column is the source
of the information (S=Static analysis, D=Dynamic analysis).

E.7

Summary

This application has important privacy and security issues. This analysis does not discuss the utility
of the app to fight the pandemic, and we refer to the analysis by Derechos Digitales on this matter
(in Spanish).193
We observe that the app collects high amount of sensitive information, including PII and health
information. Citizens need to register with their personal ID (RUN or Passport), which is privacy
invasive. Since the app also collects location information, which might be sent to the backend
server, this would allow the government to know when and where users are. Also, when users
request help from neighbors, they are required to provide and share with them a personal photo
and the address. This functionality is privacy harmful and can be abused.
The app development is not transparent. The source code is not available, and the fact that it is
developed with flutter and DART makes reverse engineering difficult, since this is still a challenge in
the technical community.194 This fact severely impacts the conclusions that can be drawn from our
analysis. Also, dynamic analysis might be limited since the app includes anti-analysis techniques.
Indeed, most of the existing reports on privacy-related issues are based on public information of
the app and the privacy policy, and to the best of our knowledge there are not technical reports on
the potential privacy and security weaknesses of the app.
Backend servers rely on Amazon Web Services and Cloudfare, and thus are physically hosted
in the US. As previously warned by DatosProtegidos195 , the fact that the infrastructure is hosted
abroad put at risk the integrity of the data, since it might follow different regulation or standards.
It is thus recommendable to host these services in local (national) infrastructure.
A major security concern is the public exposure of the services offered in the HerokuApp cloud
service, as described before. This exposure allows and adversary to known the exact services being
offered, and lowers the barrier to more severe attacks. For example, the administrative panel is
openly accessible by anyone, and so it is exposed to brute-force attacks against the administrative
credentials. If weak credentials are in place, an adversary gaining access to such panel might cause
severe damages to users’ privacy and security (e.g., a data leak of the entire database).
Finally, the use of WhatsApp and Facebook for contacting the authorities is discouraged. While
data is end-to-end encrypted, these services can perform traffic analysis to observe who is interacting
due to COVID-19 issues. This, along with other communications (e.g., messages sent to hospitals or
testing laboratories), allows to infer further information by these stakeholders.
193 https://www.derechosdigitales.org/14387/coronapp-la-inutilidad-del-atajo-tecnologico-desplegado-por-el-gobierno-

y-sus-riesgos/
194 https://blog.tst.sh/reverse-engineering-flutter-apps-part-1/
195 https://datosprotegidos.org/declaracion-de-fundacion-datos-protegidos-sobre-app-anunciada-por-gobierno-de-chile-

como-respuesta-a-covid19/
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F.1

SAFEWA (AUSTRALIA)
App Metadata
App name
Package name
Country
Developer
Certificate signer
Version
Min SDK
Target SDK
Hash (MD5)
Downloaded from
Available on Google Play
Privacy Policy

F.2
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SafeWA
au.gov.wa.health.SafeWA
Australia
GOOGLE INC.
GOOGLE INC.
1.1.1
21
29
492ed7549af1911419e36903b3ab1f36
apkcombo
YES
https://safewa.health.wa.gov.au/privacy

App Overview

SafeWA is an official app developed by the Department of Health in Western Australia (WA Health).
It works as a contact recorder. Users check in when attending different events and venues by
scanning a QR code which should be visible and displayed at the entry. Such code is generated
with the app by the hosting business (e.g., a restaurant or store). By checking in, WA health can
confirm the date and time where a user was at a given place.
The app is intended to be used only in Western Australia and by people over 16 years old.
However, app owners can also provide check-in details for others that do not have the app (e.g.,
children). The use of the app is voluntary. While the registration of attendance to certain places is
always required, the use of the app is voluntary (the other option is by a written registry).
The app works by allowing businesses to register a new venue and to create an associate QR
code for this venue. The code should be printed and made visible at a choke point (e.g., the entry to
a restaurant or a theater). Users can then use the app to scan the QR code, upon which a registry is
sent to WA Health who keeps record and conduct contact tracing, if needed. The app is available
for Android and IOS.
According to its privacy policy, the collection, storage and use of data is done by Genvis Pty Ltd,
which is WA Health’s service provider.196 This is done in accordance to the privacy policy.
The Android App is developed using the Flutter framework, which internally uses the DART
language. The main Kotlin and Java code contains 3 activities, 8 services and 6 receivers. The app
is highly obfuscated and the source code is not available.
F.3

Permission Analysis

We identified the following permission requests in the AndroidManifest.xml file. We refer the
reader to Section 4.3 for a detailed description of the permissions and their purpose.

196 https://safewa.health.wa.gov.au/privacy
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Permission

Type

android.permission.CAMERA
AOSP
android.permission.REQUEST_INSTALL_PACKAGES
AOSP
android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
AOSP
android.permission.INTERNET
AOSP
android.permission.USE_FULL_SCREEN_INTENT
AOSP
android.permission.VIBRATE
AOSP
android.permission.WAKE_LOCK
AOSP
com.google.android.finsky.permission.BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE Custom
com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE
Custom

Protection Level
Dangerous
Dangerous
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

The privacy policy states that SafeWA rquires permission to access users’ photos/videos and
files, to allow users with the role Business to save the QR code that needs to be displayed. We next
analyze two permissions that might pose potential risks to users’ privacy.
F.3.1 CAMERA. The use of the camera is needed since it is required to scan the QR codes. We
have not observed abuse of this permission.
F.3.2 REQUEST_INSTALL_PACKAGES. This permission is potentially dangerous since it allows an
app to request installing packages. The presence of this permission is due to the inclusion of an
external plugin named open_file, developed by Crazecoder,197 which allows an app to open any
kind of file by calling other native applications. Since one of the potential files being opened is
precisely an APK (Android Package), this can only be opened by the PackageManager, which might
attempt to install this. The library originally requests this permission. However, as discussed in an
issue (a sort of bug notification or request for change in GitHub open source projects) in the main
repository,198 such permission can (should) be removed if not needed. According to the developer,
“For ease of use, the required permissions are written in the plugin. If you don’t need them, you can
remove them like this”. The presence of this dangerous permission should be removed.
F.4

Third-party SDKs and Libraries

SDK
Barcode Scanner
Flutter
LibPhoneNumber
Flutter QR plugin
Store Redirect Plugin
Android Support Libraries
Google Core Libraries for Java 6+
Google Gson
ZXing (’Zebra Crossing’)
Google Firebase
Sentry

Type
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Tracking
Tracking

The app uses Firebase for tracking. The endpoint is https://g2ggo-69040.firebaseio.com, hosted
by Google (see analysis of hostnames). Also, our raw inspection of the libapp.so file, which contains
the actual binary code of the app (and which we cannot decompile) shows that the app includes
197 https://github.com/crazecoder/open_file
198 https://github.com/crazecoder/open_file/issues/120
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the Sentry plugin for Flutter.199 Sentry is a tracking library that enables automatic reporting of
errors, messages, and exceptions.
We note that there might be additional plugins or libraries being used internally by the app.
However, since we do not have access to the source code, we cannot reliably determine whether
this is the case and the purpose of such potential libraries.
F.5

Hostnames and networking protocols

Table 12 shows the hostnames identified by both static and dynamic analysis:
• The hosts api.uat.safewa.heath.wa.gov.au and api.dev.safewa.health.wa.gov.au
are then main API endpoints. They are hosted by Amazon, and so is the main webpage of
WA Health (wa.gov.au). The privacy policy states that the management of this storage is
done by Genvis, which puts in places safeguards to enforce encryption before sending the
data to Amazon. However, Amazon can decrypt the data, so it is only secured during transit.
The privacy policy states that the data is kept stored in Australia. For more information on
legal aspects related to the use of Amazon Web Services, see the privacy policy.200
• https://hss.health.wa.gov.au/ and wa.gov.au are the main page for Health Support
Services and the Government of Western Australia respectively.
• We find traces of the following URL that belongs to Sentry, a company focused on error
tracking and performance monitoring:
a6559d5a7b724ec681b332172594b3e9@o365608.ingest.sentry.io
This URL is hosted by Google in the US, and thus the information is being sent outside
Australia. However, due to limitations of the analysis, we cannot determine which exact
information is being sent to these servers.
• Various URLs confirm the use of Firebase for app monitoring and tracking (for instance,
app-measurement.com and g2ggo-69040.firebaseio.com). They are all hosted in the US,
and again, we cannot observe the exact information being sent to these servers.
F.6

Personal data dissemination

Whenever a user scans a SafeWA QR code at a venue or event, the following information is collected
and sent to WA Health:
• The venue a user is attending
• The time and date of the scan
• Personal details of the user and also those of accompanying persons when manually entered.
This includes their full name and mobile number.
This data is allegedly being used only for contact tracing. However, as we discuss later, this norm
has been broken at least twice, since the Police has used the data to conduct criminal investigation.
Additionally, the app might collect information from the device needed to conduct performance
monitoring and error tracking, such as the operating system installed or the app version. This is
barely described in the privacy policy, which states that “SafeWA also collects other information
about you such as information regarding requests you have made for support”
F.7

Summary

This application has important privacy concerns. The design choice of the contact tracing architecture allows WA Health to know where and when the citizens are. Whereas the privacy policy
199 https://docs.sentry.io/platforms/flutter/
200 https://safewa.health.wa.gov.au/privacy
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SRC

IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

hss.health.wa.gov.au
S

203.0.175.194

WA-GOVERNMENTAS-AP WA Government
project, AU

C=AU,
ST=Western
Australia,
L=East
Perth,
O=Department of Health
of WA, CN=*.health.wa.gov.au

wa.gov.au
S

54.68.182.72
34.213.106.51

AMAZON-02, US

CN=*.edge.easyredir.net

api.dev.safewa.health.wa.gov.au
S

3.24.55.242
54.206.48.212

AMAZON-02, US

CN=api.dev.safewa.health.wa.gov.au

a6559d5a7b724ec681b332172594b3e9@o365608.ingest.sentry.io
S

34.120.195.249

GOOGLE, US

CN=*.ingest.sentry.io

g2ggo-69040.firebaseio.com
S,D

35.201.97.85

GOOGLE, US

CN=firebaseio.com

api.uat.safewa.health.wa.gov.au
S

13.238.175.37
54.253.232.72
13.236.230.197

AMAZON-02, US

CN=api.uat.safewa.health.wa.gov.au

firebase.google.com
D

142.250.200.78

GOOGLE, US

CN=*.google.com

app-measurement.com
D

142.250.184.14

GOOGLE, US

CN=*.google-analytics.com

firebaselogging-pa.googleapis.com
D

142.250.184.10

GOOGLE, US

CN=upload.video.google.com

firebaseinstallations.googleapis.com
D

142.250.200.138 GOOGLE, US

CN=upload.video.google.com

firebaselogging.googleapis.com
D

142.250.201.74

GOOGLE, US

CN=upload.video.google.com
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CERT. INFO

Table 12. Hostnames potentially contacted found in the app SafeWA_1.1.1.apk. SRC column is the source of
the information (S=Static analysis, D=Dynamic analysis).

clearly states that this information is only being used for contact tracing, there are at least two
reported accesses by the Police to data collected through SafeWA for murder investigations.201
This puts at risk trust in the app, since users might be reluctant to use it if they believe that their
personal and location data are being used for other purposes besides contact tracing.
The technical development of this app is opaque. It is developed using the Flutter framework,
which internally uses DART language and cannot be decompiled for analysis. This implies that
the main Kotlin and Java code obtained through reverse engineering does not show the actual
functions implemented in the app. This would not be an issue if the source code were available,
which is not. Moreover, the app is highly obfuscated, which is an obstacle to a comprehensive and
reliable technical analysis.
The app contains a Google API Key hardcoded that is being used for accessing Firebase. We
have not attempted to access Google Services with this app, but a malicious user might attempt to
impersonate the app and access the services. Best practices released by Google suggest to avoid
embeding API keys directly in the code.202 .
The app requests the permission REQUEST_INSTALL_PACKAGES , which is categorized as
dangerous due to its potential for installing applications in users’ devices. This is not needed
and should be removed, as suggested by the developer of the library which might require this
permission.
The app contains (at least) two tracking libraries, Firebase and Sentry. We cannot reliably
determine the information being sent to these servers, both hosted by Google. But we observe
that tracking information is being sent outside, and this behavior is not clearly specified in the
Privacy Policy, which vaguely indicates that “SafeWA also collects other information about you such
as information regarding requests you have made for support” and that WA Health and Genvis “also
use your personal information to maintain, protect and improve SafeWA, including: understanding
and enhancing your experience of SafeWA; and protecting, investigating and deterring fraudulent,
unauthorised or illegal activity”. This removes any doubt about the use of tracking capabilities,
though it does not specify that tracking is done using Firebase and Sentry. The exact data being
collected and sent during crash reports is also missing.

201 https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-06-15/safewa-app-sparks-urgent-law-change-after-police-access-data/100201340
202 https://support.google.com/googleapi/answer/6310037?hl=en
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COVIDSAFE (AUSTRALIA)
App Metadata
App name
Package name
Country
Developer
Certificate signer
Version
Min SDK
Target SDK
Hash (MD5)
Downloaded from
Available on Google Play
Privacy Policy

G.2

COVIDSafe
au.gov.health.covidsafe
Australia
GOOGLE INC.
GOOGLE INC.
2.8
21
29
bbe92fa7e2daf13fe7d48f6cf31200c9
apkpure, apkcombo
YES
https://covidsafe.gov.au/privacy-policy.html

App Overview

COVIDSafe is the only contact-tracing app approved by the Australian Government. While the
original version used Bluetrace as the main contact-tracing protocol, in the current version contact
tracing follows the Herald Protocol.203 This protocol reported some issues initially, when two Apple
devices had the application running in the background, which are now fixed.204 .
Users, once they download the app, are required to register using a username (which might be
a pseudonym), their age range, mobile number and postcode. The National Data Store (central
servers storing the data) create a unique random ID linked to this particular phone, which is kept
encrypted in the mobile device. Whenever two devices contact each other, a temporal ID (which is
renewed every 2 hours) is exchanged together with encrypted tokens in a ‘digital handshake’. Such
temporal ID and encrypted information is sent to the the National Data Store, which is the only
entity that can decrypt the information, thus preserving each others’ privacy. Details about the
protocols and their limitations are publicly available.205
Before its deployment, the Australian Department of Health commissioned a Privacy Impact
Assessment (PIA)206 to ensure privacy risks were being addressed throughout the development
process.
The app is written in Java and Kotlin. It is composed of 13 activities, 8 services and 5 receivers.
The code is open source, including the latest version, and the app is not obfuscated.207 . The technical
documentation of the app is complete and informative.208
G.3

Permission Analysis

We identified the following permission requests in the AndroidManifest.xml file. We refer the reader
to Section 4.3 for a detailed description of the permissions and their purpose. All the requested
permissions are reasonable for the intended purpose of the application.

203 https://heraldprox.io/protocol/
204 https://tanzu.vmware.com/content/blog/developing-during-a-pandemic-the-lessons-we-learned
205 https://dta-www-drupal-20180130215411153400000001.s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/files/COVIDSa

fe%20cryptography%20specification%20(with%20protocol%20version%20numbering)_v3.pdf
206 https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2020/04/covidsafe-application-privacy-impact-assessment-

covidsafe-application-privacy-impact-assessment.pdf
207 https://github.com/AU-COVIDSafe/mobile-android
208 https://covidsafe.gov.au/technology.html
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Permission
android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION
android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION
android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
android.permission.BLUETOOTH
android.permission.BLUETOOTH_ADMIN
android.permission.FOREGROUND_SERVICE
android.permission.INTERNET
android.permission.RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED
android.permission.REQUEST_IGNORE_BATTERY_OPTIMIZATIONS
android.permission.WAKE_LOCK
com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE
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Type

Protection Level

AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
Custom

Dangerous
Dangerous
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

G.3.1 ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION, ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION. Location permission is needed
on Android to access Bluetooth functionalities. According to the privacy policy, actual location
data (e.g., GPS coordinates or movement) is not recorded. However, we observe code that allows
to collect this data to create logs in the local system when there is a new contact. According to
comments found in the ContactLog class, it contains a method that logs ‘Measurement values, e.g.,
GPS coordinates in comma separated string format for latitude and longitude’. The class contains a
comment indicating that this is for “post event analysis and visualisation++”. However, we did not
find evidence of this method being used in the app, so it might constitute dead code.
G.4

Third-party SDKs and Libraries

SDK
AirBnB Lottie
Retrofit2
MPAndroidChart
Progressbutton
World Country Data
ReactiveX
OKIO
Easy Permissions
Android Support Libraries
Google Core Libraries for Java 6+
OKHTTP 3.0
Atlassian
Firebase
Google Mobile Services

Type
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Tracking
Tracking
Tracking

The app conducts tracking using Firebase. It also incorporates another tracking library, Atlassian.
The Atlassian Feedback Module is used to provide information when users request technical help
and support, e.g., to report an issue. It automatically sends device information to the server at
https://covidcare.atlassian.net. The API key for this server is hardcoded in the code, which is a bad
practice since it might allow for impersonation, e.g., to create fake issue reports. The diagnostic
information being sent is the following: device model, OS version, APP version, language, locale,
and other device status such as connectivity, bluetooth status or whether location services are
enabled.
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G.5

AWO

Hostnames and networking protocols

Table 13 shows the hostnames identified by both static and dynamic analysis:
• Most of the contacted domains are from the Australian government and provide different
official information. Specifically:
– Various hostnames are intended to show the national and regional COVID-19 Hotspots, red
zones and travel restrictions (www.qld.gov.au, coronavirus.nt.gov.au, www.wa.gov.au,
www.coronavirus.vic.gov.au and www.dhhs.vic.gov.au)
– nsw.gov.au hosts an informative page with information on isolation and other advice for
positives.
– sahealth.sa.gov.au provides located areas of confirmed group transmission.
– coronavirus.tas.gov.au provides facilities to travel to Tasmania.
• covidcare.atlassian.net is the receiver of the tracking information sent to Atlassian as
part of crash reports and technical issues sent by users.
• Other URLs are used for the actual behavior of the app: covidsafe-form.service.gov.au
directs to a form to request data deletion and device-api.prod.lp.aws.covidsafe.gov.au
is the main endpoint server of the API.
We note several services are hosted by Amazon Web Services. The government provides explicit
justification for the use of AWS and related contractual issues.209 Indeed, Australian data must be
kept in servers hosted in Australia. Data is stored encrypted and thus Amazon will not have access
to users’ data.
G.6

Personal data dissemination

The users are required to register using a username, but this can be a pseudonym. Also, their age
range, the mobile number, and postcode must be entered in the app. This information is sent to
the National Data Store, which then creates a identifier linked to the actual app and phone number.
When two devices are in proximity, they exchange encrypted information, which preserves mutual
anonymity. Contact data is kept in the device, and can only be revealed by the National Data Store.
When a user tests positive, it might get a PIN through an SMS message which will allow the
app to update contact information with the central servers, upon user consent. If so, such shared
information is used by the health authorities to enable contact tracing, i.e., to call close contacts
and advise them on what to do.
Additionally, as part of the “issue report” form, users are required to enter an email to receive
feedback. This is not declared in the privacy policy. The report also collects and send device
information such as OS and app version, language and locale, and device status.
G.7

Summary

The COVIDSafe app it is highly transparent, both in the design and also in the implementation. This
facilitates open research and scrutiny. Most of the functionality observed by static and dynamic
analysis agrees with the official documentation and technical guides provided in the official repositories. The source code is open and contains comments that ease the analysis. Publicly documenting
cryptographic protocols is a recognized good security practice, since the security and robustness of
the protocols should not rely on them being private.
The declared permissions are those required for the correct functioning of the app, e.g., Bluetooth
(including location) and access to the Internet. While tracking users’ activity is discouraged from a
privacy point of view, in this case the choice by the developers is to monitor app status and crashes.
The privacy policy clearly defines this purpose and the third-party (i.e., Atlassian) is allegedly
209 https://covidsafe.gov.au/background.html#amazon-web-services
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play.google.com

S

142.250.185.14

GOOGLE, US

OU=No
SNI
provided;
please
fix
your
client.,
CN=invalid2.invalid

covidsafe-prod.firebaseio.com
S

35.201.97.85

GOOGLE, US

CN=firebaseio.com

covidcare.atlassian.net
S

18.184.99.128
18.184.99.130
18.184.99.129

AMAZON-02, US

C=US, ST=California, L=San
Francisco, O=Atlassian, Inc.,
CN=*.atlassian.net

www.dhhs.vic.gov.au
S

2.16.8.65
2.17.35.32

AKAMAI-ASN1, NL

CN=www.dhhs.vic.gov.au

covid-form.service.gov.au
S

52.63.19.222
AMAZON-02, US
13.210.163.207
54.252.130.223

CN=alpha.gov.au

www.covid19.act.gov.au
S

203.82.24.7

SQUIZUS, GB

C=AU, ST=New South Wales,
L=Sydney, O=Squiz Pty Ltd,
CN=*.squizedge.net

www.wa.gov.au
S

13.32.91.6
13.32.91.87
13.32.91.33
13.32.91.124

AMAZON-02, US

CN=www.wa.gov.au

www.australia.gov.au
cdn.prod65.dta.adobecqms.net
S,D

52.84.68.77
52.84.68.125
52.84.68.49
52.84.68.115

AMAZON-02, US

www.nsw.gov.au

CN=www.australia.gov.au
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13.32.91.49
13.32.91.66
13.32.91.4
13.32.91.42

AMAZON-02, US

CN=www.nsw.gov.au

sahealth.sa.gov.au
S

23.216.119.152

AKAMAI-AS, US

C=AU, ST=South Australia,
L=Adelaide,
O=Department
for Health and Wellbeing,
CN=www.sahealth.sa.gov.au

www.covidsafe.gov.au
S,D

13.224.111.111 AMAZON-02, US
13.224.111.119
13.224.111.100
13.224.111.85

C=AU, ST=Australian Capital Territory, L=Canberra,
O=Department of Health,
CN=*.covidsafe.gov.au

device-api.prod.lp.aws.covidsafe.gov.au
S

52.84.68.10
52.84.68.50
52.84.68.61
52.84.68.51

AMAZON-02, US

CN=*.prod.lp.aws.covidsafe.gov.au

covidsafe-form.service.gov.au
S

52.63.19.222
AMAZON-02, US
13.210.163.207
54.252.130.223

CN=alpha.gov.au

coronavirus.nt.gov.au
S

155.205.210.21

NTOA-ICT-AU NORTH- C=AU, ST=Northern Territory,
ERN TERRITORY OF L=Darwin,
O=Northern
AUSTRALIA, AU
Territory
of
Australia,
CN=*.nt.gov.au
www.qld.gov.au

S

192.230.82.131

INCAPSULA, US

C=AU,
ST=Queensland,
L=Brisbane, OU=Department
of Housing and Public Works,
O=Queensland Government,
CN=qld.gov.au

coronavirus.tas.gov.au
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43.245.43.106

SQUIZ-AS-AP Squiz Pty C=AU, ST=New South Wales,
Ltd, AU
L=Sydney, O=Squiz Pty Ltd,
CN=*.squizedge.net
www.health.gov.au

S

2.16.8.81
2.16.8.64

AKAMAI-ASN1, NL

CN=www.health.gov.au

covidsafe.gov.au
D

52.84.68.2
52.84.68.16
52.84.68.94
52.84.68.25

AMAZON-02, US

C=AU, ST=Australian Capital Territory, L=Canberra,
O=Department of Health,
CN=*.covidsafe.gov.au

dns.google
D

8.8.8.8 8.8.4.4

GOOGLE, US

CN=dns.google

app-measurement.com
D

142.250.184.14

GOOGLE, US

CN=*.google-analytics.com

Table 13. Hostnames potentially contacted found in the app COVIDSafe_2.8.apk. SRC column is the source
of the information (S=Static analysis, D=Dynamic analysis).

involved in the development of the app and is said to follow due privacy precautions. The privacy
policy should declare the need to provide an email during issue reporting, since this is a personal
identifiable token and, depending on the nature of the issue being reported, could lead to privacy
risks to users.
Allegedly, location is not recorded. While the source code analysis shows a function that collects
when and where a contact occurred, there is no evidence that this code is actually used in the
compiled app.
From a privacy perspective, the app fails to meet higher standards due to the presence of tracking
services. According to the privacy policy, diagnosis information “is automatically generated by
your device and is sent regularly to the data store”. However, we observe that the endpoint server
is at https://covidcare.atlassian.net. According to Atlassian’s privacy policy, the summary
and description added to a Jira issue are part of the data collected, but “Server and data center
administrators can disable the collection by Atlassian in the administration configuration options”.
Thus, if properly configured, this data should not be collected by Atlassian, but only by the National
Data Store, as declared in the app’s privacy policy.210 Indeed, according to a blogpost by Denham
Sadler in InnovationAus, Atlassian has been actively involved in the development of the app,
assisting the government on privacy and security choices.211

210 https://covidsafe.gov.au/privacy-policy.html#what-personal-info-collected
211 https://www.innovationaus.com/atlassian-and-the-covidsafe-team/
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H
H.1

AWO

CORONACHECK (NETHERLANDS)
App Metadata
App name
Package name
Country
Developer
Certificate signer
Version
Min SDK
Target SDK
Hash (MD5)
Downloaded from
Available on Google Play
Privacy Policy

H.2

CoronaCheck
nl.rijksoverheid.ctr.holder
Netherlands
GOOGLE INC.
GOOGLE INC.
2.4
23
30
fcafd260284cfc7bb15084da49c96ec6
apkpure, apkcombo
YES
https://coronacheck.nl/nl/privacy

App Overview

CoronaCheck is an official app from the Ministry of Public Health, Welfare and Sport of the
Netherlands. It is used to provide a digital certificate (in form of a QR code) for citizens that
either have tested COVID negative, have got the virus before and are recovered, or are currently
vaccinated. The QR code contains both a Coronavirus pass (issued by Dutch government) and the
EU Digital COVID Certificate (ECC). The first is regenerated every 90 seconds and contains validity
period and full name of the users. The second contains some additional data: besides personal
information of the user, it also contains specific health information related to the type of certificate
(e.g., vaccine name, for vaccination certificates, or name of test producer, in case of test certificates).
According to official sources,212 data is stored centrally and the app does not access location.
Personal data processed includes:
• Social Security Number (SSN)
• First name and last name
• Date of birth
The app requires various health data items (e.g., vaccination status and test results) since they
are needed to generate the corresponding certificate.
The app is developed in Kotlin and Java. It is a simple app composed of 4 activities, 7 services and
9 receivers. The source code is publicly available in the official GitHub repository.213 The Dutch
government also provide specific information for researchers on how the app works (in Dutch).214
H.3

Permission Analysis

We identified the following permission requests in the AndroidManifest.xml file. We refer the
reader to Section 4.3 for a detailed description of the permissions and their purpose.
Permission

Type

Protection Level

android.permission.CAMERA
android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
android.permission.FOREGROUND_SERVICE
android.permission.INTERNET
android.permission.RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED
android.permission.WAKE_LOCK

AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP

Dangerous
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

212 https://coronacheck.nl/en/privacy
213 https://github.com/minvws/nl-covid19-coronacheck-app-android
214 https://coronacheck.nl/en/faq/7-1-onderzoek-hoe-weten-we-of-coronacheck-werkt/
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H.3.1 CAMERA. The app only request access to this dangerous permission. This is justified since
it is required to scan QR codes, which is done when a user wants to scan an international QR code
to include in the app.
H.4

Third-party SDKs and Libraries

SDK
AirBnB Lottie
Moshi
Groupie
Retrofit2
Rootbeer
Sql Cipher
Android Support Libraries
Bouncy castle
OKHTTP 3.0
Google Mobile Services
Firebase

Type
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Tracking
Tracking

The app integrates Firebase for app monitoring and tracking. Through dynamic analysis, we
observe that it contain traces of this being indeed used. However, static analysis of the code suggests
that the type of data being sent is not privacy sensitive (i.e., it does not collects and sends PII nor
unique identifiers).
The Rootbeer library is used to warn users when they are using a rooted device (“Beware: your
device is rooted. Your data may not be secure”). Google Mobile Services is used as a support library
and its tracking services are not used.
H.5

Hostnames and networking protocols

Table 14 shows the hostnames identified by both static and dynamic analysis:
• coronacheck.nl. This is the main host for the CoronaCheck app. It contains the following
subdomains:
– www.coronacheck.nl. Main web site with information about CoronaCheck
– holder-api.coronacheck.nl and holder-api-cdn.coronacheck.nl. Main API endpoint
for the app.
– tvs.coronacheck.nl. Authentication server (exchanges with DigiD).
– status.coronacheck.nl. Provides information about the current status of CoronaCheck
• www.digid.nl. Main website of DigiD, which is an authentication platform used to identify
users across different platforms, e.g., government or educational.
H.6

Personal data dissemination

According to the privacy policy, this app collects the IP address of the device from which the
certificate is issued. The registration requires the Social Security Number of the user and their first
and last names. This data is entered in a form during registration. The app does not access any
other personal data from the phone.
H.7

Summary

The app follows good privacy-by-design standards. It only accesses and stores the information
needed from users to implement its functionality. It does not access location.
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SRC

IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

www.coronacheck.nl
S

62.204.64.143
62.204.64.144
62.204.64.145

PROLOCATION Private
peerings pref 125, NL

C=NL,
L=’s-Gravenhage,
O=Ministerie van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport,
CN=coronacheck.nl

holder-api.coronacheck.nl
S,D

62.204.67.114
62.204.67.119
62.204.67.116
62.204.67.117
62.204.67.115
62.204.67.118

PROLOCATION Private
peerings pref 125, NL

C=NL,
L=’s-Gravenhage,
O=Ministerie van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport,
CN=coronacheck.nl

tvs.coronacheck.nl
S

62.204.64.182
62.204.64.183
62.204.64.185
62.204.64.184
62.204.64.181

PROLOCATION Private
peerings pref 125, NL

C=NL,
L=’s-Gravenhage,
O=Ministerie van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport,
CN=tvs.coronacheck.nl

holder-api-cdn.coronacheck.nl
S,D

62.204.67.114
62.204.67.119
62.204.67.116
62.204.67.117
62.204.67.115
62.204.67.118

PROLOCATION Private
peerings pref 125, NL

C=NL,
L=’s-Gravenhage,
O=Ministerie van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport,
CN=coronacheck.nl

www.digid.nl
S

46.22.185.72

NL-INTERMAX Inter- C=NL, L=Den Haag, O=Logius,
max Cloudsourcing B.V., CN=www.digid.nl
NL
status.coronacheck.nl

S

62.204.64.143
62.204.64.144
62.204.64.145

PROLOCATION Private
peerings pref 125, NL

coronacheck.nl

C=NL,
L=’s-Gravenhage,
O=Ministerie van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport,
CN=coronacheck.nl
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IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

62.204.64.143
62.204.64.144
62.204.64.145

PROLOCATION Private
peerings pref 125, NL

C=NL,
L=’s-Gravenhage,
O=Ministerie van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport,
CN=coronacheck.nl

Table 14. Hostnames potentially contacted found in the app CoronaCheck_2.4.apk. SRC column is the source
of the information (S=Static analysis, D=Dynamic analysis).

The app is also highly transparent. The source code is publicly available, which facilitates its
analysis. Further, the government provides detailed information for researchers, which facilitates
the public scrutiny of the app. The privacy policy is complete and coincides with the technical
behavior observed.
Finally, none of the external libraries, permissions requested and contacted hosts are suspicious a
the privacy perspective. Firebase is included, though probably as a consequence of including other
Android libraries. We have not observed tracking behavior, neither in dynamic nor static analysis.
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I

AWO

SCANNER VOOR CORONACHECK (NETHERLANDS)

I.1

App Metadata
App name
Package name
Country
Developer
Certificate signer
Version
Min SDK
Target SDK
Hash (MD5)
Downloaded from
Available on Google Play
Privacy Policy

I.2

Scanner
nl.rijksoverheid.ctr.verifier
NetherlandsScanner
GOOGLE INC.
GOOGLE INC.
2.5.0
23
30
c8624d028f7a4770b9a4d0658d662c74
apkcombo
YES
https://coronacheck.nl/en/gebruikersvoorwaarden

App Overview

This is the companion app for CoronaCheck used to scan QR certificates. It allows to check the
validity of a visitor’s coronavirus pass and it is intended to check if a visitor can access certain
locations and activities.215 When a QR is checked, the visitor’s proof of identity is first shown,
which must match those of the identity document. Depending on certain privacy settings, some of
these details are not shown (i.e., these are replaced by a hyphen in the field). If the app shows a
green mark, then the visitor’s status is correct. A red mark indicates that either it does not meet the
Dutch requirements or the QR is blocked. The blocking can be due to the QR being widely shared
(or traded) online, or because it is fraudulent.216 .
The app is developed in Kotlin and Java, and its source code is publicly available. It is simpler
than the CoronaCheck holder app and contains just 2 activities, 3 services and 1 receiver.
I.3

Permission Analysis

We identified the following permission requests in the AndroidManifest.xml file. We refer the
reader to Section 4.3 for a detailed description of the permissions and their purpose.
Permission

Type

Protection Level

android.permission.CAMERA
android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
android.permission.INTERNET

AOSP
AOSP
AOSP

Dangerous
Normal
Normal

I.3.1 CAMERA. The permission to use the CAMERA is considered dangerous from a privacy
standpoint. Accessing the camera is, however, a necessary feature for this app, whose primary
purpose is precisely to use the camera to scan QR codes. We have not observed abuse of this
permission.

215 https://coronacheck.nl/en/scanner
216 https://www.rtlnieuws.nl/nieuws/nederland/artikel/5263115/ministerie-onderzoekt-qr-code-adolf-hitler-fraude-

cybercriminelen
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Third-party SDKs and Libraries
SDK
AirBnB Lottie
Moshi
Groupie
Retrofit2
Timber Log
Android Support Libraries
Bouncy castle
OKHTTP 3.0
Google Mobile Services

Type
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Tracking

The app relies on a number of development libraries. Only GMS contains tracking capabilities,
but we have not found evidence of any tracking taking place in the app.
I.5

Hostnames and networking protocols

Table 15 shows the hostnames identified by both static and dynamic analysis. Only three subdomains
from the main CoronaCheck site (coronacheck.nl) are contacted:
• verifier-api.coronacheck.nl and verifier-api-cdn.coronacheck.nl are the main
API endpoints for the Verifier app.
• web.acc.coronacheck.nl. This URL is used in the app to show information about this app (e.g.,
version)
I.6

Personal data dissemination

The app does not automatically collect any personal information from the device. However, when
contacting the main server, the source IP and some metadata about the device (e.g., OS version) is
sent. This behavior is declared in the apps’ privacy policy.217 When a QR certificate is scanned, the
app shows the personal information needed to validate users’ identity in the screen. Specifically,
it shows the birth date and the first initial of the first and last names. It also can show additional
information (as free text), if available. This information is neither sent through the network nor
storedin the scanning device.
I.7

Summary

As in the case of the CoronaCheck holder app (see above), the design and development of this app
follows good privacy-by-design standards. It restricts its functionality to the bare minimum, which
makes it ease to analyze and to audit. Also, the source code is publicly available and the app is not
obfuscated.
The app requires a remakably low number of permissions: only those needed for the actual
functions implemented. Also, it only contacts hosts from the official government, which are required
for the declared functionality of the app. These hosts are hosted in the Netherlands and do not rely
on third-party services.

217 https://coronacheck.nl/nl/privacy
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SRC

IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

web.acc.coronacheck.nl
S

62.204.64.146

PROLOCATION Private
peerings pref 125, NL

C=NL,
L=’s-Gravenhage,
O=Ministerie van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport,
CN=acc.overvaccineren.nl

verifier-api.coronacheck.nl
S,D

62.204.67.127
62.204.67.124
62.204.67.125
62.204.67.129
62.204.67.128
62.204.67.126

PROLOCATION Private
peerings pref 125, NL

C=NL,
L=’s-Gravenhage,
O=Ministerie van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport,
CN=coronacheck.nl

verifier-api-cdn.coronacheck.nl
S,D

62.204.67.127
62.204.67.124
62.204.67.125
62.204.67.129
62.204.67.128
62.204.67.126

PROLOCATION Private
peerings pref 125, NL

C=NL,
L=’s-Gravenhage,
O=Ministerie van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport,
CN=coronacheck.nl

Table 15. Hostnames potentially contacted found in the app Scanner_voor_CoronaCheck_2.5.0.apk. SRC
column is the source of the information (S=Static analysis, D=Dynamic analysis).
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J
J.1

E7MI (TUNISIA)
App Metadata
App name
Package name
Country
Developer
Certificate signer
Version
Min SDK
Target SDK
Hash (MD5)
Downloaded from
Available on Google Play
Privacy Policy

J.2

89

E7mi
tn.onmne.e7mi
Tunisia
GOOGLE INC.
GOOGLE INC.
1.1
21
29
48bb6049bbbf5c2ce022d33153bb75d7
apkcombo
YES
https://www.e7mi.tn/privacy.html

App Overview

E7mi is the official contact-tracing app in Tunisia.218 Once installed, it starts recording the connections (interactions) with other nearby users, presumably without revealing the identity of either
user. Then, it identifies and alerts users who may have had contact with others infected with the
virus. According to the Tunisian government, the app is designed to save state resources and make
the detection and treatment of infected patients faster.
The Android app does not have support for e-health passports. It has been downloaded more
than 100.000 times. According to the information available in the PlayStore, the studied version
(1.1) is from 22 May, 2020 and has not been updated since then.
The app implements a centralized contact tracing protocol. When a user tests positive, its status is
updated in the central servers and the users that have been in contact get notified. Device identifiers
are unique but are changed regularly, so presumably only the server knows the mapping between
these identifiers and the corresponding phone number. Notifications are sent in rounds, every 24
hours. This means that whenever a user notifies a positive, its contacts would not get notified until
a next round of notifications.
The app is developed in Kotlin and Java. It is composed of 9 activities, 2 services and 2 receivers.
At the time of this writing, no source code is publicly available. The app is not obfuscated, and the
government provides technical description on its web (in Arabic).219
J.3

Permission Analysis

We identified the following permission requests in the AndroidManifest.xml file. We refer the
reader to Section 4.3 for a detailed description of the permissions and their purpose.
The requested permissions are expected for the functionality of the app, i.e., contact tracing
using bluetooth. However, the presence of permissions for location are suspicious, as we discuss
next.

218 https://e7mi.tn/faq_fr.html
219 https://e7mi.tn/presentation.pdf
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Permission
android.permission.ACCESS_BACKGROUND_LOCATION
android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION
android.permission.BLUETOOTH
android.permission.BLUETOOTH_ADMIN
android.permission.FOREGROUND_SERVICE
android.permission.INTERNET
android.permission.RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED
com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE

Type

Protection Level

AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
Custom

Dangerous
Dangerous
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

J.3.1 ACCESS_BACKGROUND_LOCATION,ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION. We observe various functions in the source code that check for the presence of these permissions. According to the privacy policy,220 the location is only used in the iOS version for “identification of the contact,
and these are removed automatically once recorded.” Thus, location is not needed in the Android version, and thus these permissions should not be requested. The presence of the ‘ACCESS_BACKGROUND_LOCATION’ is particularly concerning for users since it allows the app
to constantly access and share location with other users or to use the Geofencing API”.221 Our
analysis does not identify the use of geofencing APIs (proximity of contact tracing is measured by
means of Bluetooth, nor location) nor continuous sharing of location. We note, however, that the
use of location services might be needed in some devices to get the addresses of paired devices.
Indeed, a message found in the source code indicates:“We require location permission in order to
enable bluetooth analysis. Geographical position will never be used”. However, the message is never
used in the actual app code, so this is never shown to the user (we could not verify this during
dynamic analysis). Also, the official documentation states that the activation of location is needed to
allow two devices to recognize each other and exchange information without being paired through
Bluetooth. Overall, the presence of the ACCESS_BACKGROUND_LOCATION permission is not
justified, whereas ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION is required for Android versions 11 or lower to use
Bluetooth features in the app.222
J.4

Third-party SDKs and Libraries
SDK
Michael Rocks Libphonenumber
FutureMind RecyclerFastScroll
CountryCodePickerProject
PinView
Lingver
OKHTTP 3.0
Apollo GraphQL

Type
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Tracking

Most of the libraries used are not problematic from a privacy perspective. The Apollo GraphQL
library, though, allows for activity tracking. This is a library intended to facilitate the integration
of multi-platform apps for access the same server API. Among the functions it provides, it allows
to track activity from users’ devices. The official documentation223 states that it allows to ‘‘identify
exactly who’s using your graph and what they’re doing down to the headers and variables on their
220 https://www.e7mi.tn/privacy.html
221 https://developer.android.com/training/location/permissions#background
222 https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/connectivity/bluetooth/permissions
223 https://www.apollographql.com/studio/observe/
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requests [...]”. The server endpoint is https://api.e7mi.tn/graphql (see analysis of hostnames below).
It is unclear whether the server is implementing or using tracking capabilities, and these are not
declared in the privacy policy.
J.5

Hostnames and networking protocols

Table 16 shows the hostnames identified by both static and dynamic analysis:
• The hosts ending in *.e7mi.tn all resolve to the same IP, hosted in Tunisia. These are all
official sub-domains used for the actual purpose of the app. For example, api.e7mi.tn is the
main endpoint of the API for the app, and www.e7mi.tn hosts the web site with information
about the app.
• app-measurement.com is contacted due to the use of a Google library that provides app
compatibility, e.g., to adjust layouts based on the type of device. This host is contacted by
providing device information, e.g. the Android OS version or device manufacturer.
• Hosts from Adobe Inc. (*.typekit.net) are contacted due to some fonts being used by the
main e7mi servers. These also involve name resolution of certain Akamai hosts, and requests
to fetch resources from CloudFare Content Delivery Network.
J.6 Personal data dissemination
The following data is collected and sent to the central servers:
• The app uses the Bluetooth hardware address, which is unique per device, to track the list
of contacted devices. This is only used internally, and the data never leaves the device. The
data sent to the server when new connections are found are the devices identifiers, which
are changed regularly and which presumably prevent re-identification attacks.
• The user’s phone number is sent to the servers as part of the registration process. According
to the official documentation, the phone number is used during registration in order to contact
users in case they have been in contact with positive users.
• Device information is being sent to Google as part of an app compatibility module. This
information could be used for tracking purposes.
J.7

Summary

The app implements a centralized contact-tracing protocol and, therefore, does not meet the privacyby-design principle nor other privacy guarantees. The data collected and stored in a central server,
which includes PII (the user’s phone number) can be misused or leaked. We note that the app
integrates the library for GAEN, but it does not rely on its functionality for contact tracing and
instead implements a centralized protocol. The contact tracing, though, uses ephemeral identifiers,
rather than the actual Bluetooth address (which are immutable). This is a good practice since
prevent users to track each other224 , but does not alleviate the privacy risks caused by the choice of
a centralized scheme.
As for the data requested, the collection of phone numbers is not appropriate since it allows the
data holder to re-identify users if needed. While location is not needed for the purpose of the app,
two dangerous permissions are requested in this regard. These location-based permissions should
be clarified and motivated in the privacy policy.
We note some tracking behavior during dynamic analysis, which is not stated in the privacy
policy. Also, the use of Apollo GraphQL library potentially allows for activity tracking. Along with
the fact that clients register using their personal phone numbers, this is yet another privacy risk.
224 https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/raw/master/DP3T%20White%20Paper.pdf
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In terms of transparency, the government should make public the source code for its public
scrutiny. Access to the documentation is challenging since it is provided only in Arabic and in a
image format, which makes more difficult the use of automatic translation tools.
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IP(s)
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ASN(s)

CERT. INFO
api.e7mi.tn

S,D

193.95.2.21

ATI-ISP, TN

CN=api.e7mi.tn

www.e7mi.tn
S,D

193.95.2.21

ATI-ISP, TN

CN=api.e7mi.tn

sw0.e7mi.tn
D

193.95.2.21

ATI-ISP, TN

CN=api.e7mi.tn
e7mi.tn

D

193.95.2.21

ATI-ISP, TN

CN=e7mi.tn

a1988.dscg1.akamai.net
D

5.255.145.65
185.43.182.17

TELEFONICA TELXIUS, C=US,
ST=Massachusetts,
ES
L=Cambridge,
O=Akamai
Technologies,
Inc.,
CN=a248.e.akamai.net
p.typekit.net

D

23.203.164.225

AKAMAI-AS, US

C=US,
ST=California,
L=San Jose, O=Adobe Inc.,
CN=*.typekit.net

use.typekit.net
D

185.43.181.145
5.255.145.225

TELEFONICA TELXIUS, C=US,
ST=California,
ES
L=San Jose, O=Adobe Inc.,
CN=use.typekit.net
e6653.dscf.akamaiedge.net

D

23.203.164.225

AKAMAI-AS, US

C=US,
ST=California,
L=San Jose, O=Adobe Inc.,
CN=*.typekit.net

cdnjs.cloudflare.com
D

104.16.18.94
104.16.19.94

CLOUDFLARENET, US

C=US, ST=California, L=San
Francisco, O=Cloudflare, Inc.,
CN=sni.cloudflaressl.com

app-measurement.com
D

142.250.184.14

GOOGLE, US

CN=*.google-analytics.com
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SRC

IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

Table 16. Hostnames potentially contacted found in the app E7mi_v1.1.apk. SRC column is the source of the
information (S=Static analysis, D=Dynamic analysis).
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K.1

RAMZOR (ISRAEL)
App Metadata
App name
Package name
Country
Developer
Certificate signer
Version
Min SDK
Target SDK
Hash (MD5)
Downloaded from
Available on Google Play
Privacy Policy

K.2

95

Ramzor
com.moh.alert.ramzor
Israel
GOOGLE INC.
GOOGLE INC.
1.14.0
24
30
0fbf886649a8c62dc8d7aa7c9995021c
apkpure, apkcombo
YES
https://govextra.gov.il/ministry-of-health/ramzor/ramzorprivacy-he

App Overview

Israel was among the first countries to implement COVID passports. Developed by the Ministry of
Health, the Ramzor app allows users to:225
• Get official COVID guidelines and related information (e.g., number of vaccinated people)
based on the user location or another city of their choice.
• Get information about the guidelines and restrictions that apply to a specific business. This
can be done by scanning a QR code located at the entrance. Business owners can obtain this
information in advance and print the QR code.
• To show their Green Pass—a document that allows vaccinated people (and those recovered
from COVID-19) to access offices, marketplaces and facilities otherwise restricted. The
document contains a QR code that can be scanned to verify its validity. The enforcement
of the Green Pass started in the first week of October 2021.226 A temporary Green Pass
can be obtained by producing a negative COVID-19 test, which must be paid for unless the
individual in question is ineligible for vaccination.
Users are required to enter personal details, including the phone number used when applying
for vaccination/testing. According to the app’s privacy policy, this is needed to verify the user’s
identity and retrieve the relevant health data associated with that number.
The app contains 16 activities, 8 services, and 2 receivers. It is obfuscated and contains several
anti-analysis features. The source code is not available.
K.3

Permission Analysis

We identified the following permission requests in the AndroidManifest.xml file. We refer the
reader to Section 4.3 for a detailed description of the permissions and their purpose.

225 https://govextra.gov.il/ministry-of-health/ramzor/ramzor-privacy-he
226 https://www.timesofisrael.com/businesses-ordered-to-scan-qr-codes-of-new-green-passes-starting-tuesday/
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Permission
android.permission.ACCESS_BACKGROUND_LOCATION
android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION
android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION
android.permission.CAMERA
android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE
android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
android.permission.FOREGROUND_SERVICE
android.permission.INTERNET
android.permission.RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED
android.permission.WAKE_LOCK
com.moh.alert.ramzor.antibotpermission

Type

Protection Level

AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
AOSP
Standard
AOSP
AOSP
Custom

Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Signature

We discuss below the usage of the following permissions due to their potential to cause privacy
harm to users. All these dangerous permissions are used when the app runs. We identify at the
code level the purposes of the requests.
K.3.1 READ_PHONE_STATE. This permission allows the app to read the phone state, including
the current cellular network information, the status of any ongoing calls, and a list of any phone
accounts registered on the device. According to the privacy policy, accessing the phone identifier is
needed in order to verify the user identity and retrieve health data records associated with such a
phone number.
K.3.2 ACCESS_BACKGROUND_LOCATION, ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION, ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION.
These permissions allow the app to track the device’s physical geolocation at all times, even if the
app is running in the background. According to the app’s privacy policy, the location is used to
retrieve local COVID-related information about the city where the user is. It is claimed that “your
location data will not be passed on to the Ministry of Health or any other party.“
K.3.3 CAMERA. The camera is used to scan QR codes. We have not found evidence of misuse of
this permission for other means different than the ones reported in the official documentation.
K.3.4 WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE. This permission is required to write files stored in external
storage. Since the app targets Android 11 API level 30), it is given scoped storage by default. This
means that the app has access only to its app-specific directory on external storage and specific
types of media that the app has created.
K.3.5 Custom permissions. The app declares and uses a custom permission of protection level
Signature (com.moh.alert.ramzor.antibotpermission). This would allow other apps signed
with the same key to potentially share data and services with this app. We have not found evidence
of this permission being used in the code.
K.4

Third-party SDKs and Libraries

SDK
AirBnB Lottie
MPAndroidChart
Yixia
Spongy castle
Google Mobile Services

Type
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Development and Support
Tracking
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None of the third-party libraries are privacy sensitive. The use of Google Mobile Services is
needed, e.g., to access the location. However, as we discuss later, tracking is not done through this
app, but through a custom service.
K.5

Hostnames and networking protocols

Table 17 shows the hostnames identified by both static and dynamic analysis:
• The hostname ramzorfiles.z6.web.core.windows.net includes various URLs that provide JSON files containing current data about the COVID situation, and also other dynamic
information that the app manages internally (e.g., messages translated to different languages).
For example, the URL https://ramzorfiles.z6.web.core.windows.net/RamzorData.json
provides a Base64 encoded JSON file with the current regulation regarding access to facilities depending on the risk level of the country (e.g., rules to access gyms or beauty centers).
Also, the URL https://ramzorfiles.z6.web.core.windows.net/issuers.json provides
information about certificate issuers in different countries and regions.
• The host https://ramzorapi.health.gov.il is the main API endpoint for the app. We
observe at least three different events that can be accessed through this API:
– ReportRamzor
– RamzorBusinessInformation
– GetServerTimeUTC
• The host gov.il is an official site that provides government services and official information.
As it can be observed, various hosts are hosted in Microsoft Azure. This is indeed stated in the
privacy policy:
“The information about the Ministry of Health’s guidelines and the purple mark for businesses
are transferred from the Ministry of Health to the Ministry of Health’s dedicated cloud in the Microsoft
Azure environment (the cloud service operated by Microsoft) via a secure virtual safe (CyberArk). The
Ministry of Health’s communication to Azure is made through the ExpressRoute service, on dedicated
communication lines (not via the Internet). In the cloud, the files are saved in the Blob Storage service,
from which the app downloads the files. Information security services for the cloud and communication
with the cloud have been approved by the information security experts of all the parties involved in the
process.”

K.6 Personal data dissemination
According to the privacy policy, the app collects the following information:
• Location information (date and place), so due instructions can be sent adapted to the users’
location.
• Business information obtained by scanning their corresponding QR code, which includes
business name, date, time of entry and time of departure. Said information is stored on the
user’s device for up to 7 days, including the location information according to the location
services.
• When a business scans the green certificate of a user, it will get the user’s identity and pass
validity. The privacy policy states that this information “will fade away and will not be stored
on the user’s mobile device and / or in the application.” In the guidelines for businesses, it
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SRC

IP(s)

ASN(s)

CERT. INFO

corona.health.gov.il
S

51.137.26.7

MICROSOFT-CORPMSN-AS-BLOCK, US

CN=*.health.gov.il

qrverify.azurewebsites.net
S

20.50.2.14

MICROSOFT-CORPMSN-AS-BLOCK, US

CN=*.azurewebsites.net

greenpass.health.gov.il
S

51.137.26.7

MICROSOFT-CORPMSN-AS-BLOCK, US

CN=*.health.gov.il

qrverifytest.azurewebsites.net
S

MICROSOFT-CORPMSN-AS-BLOCK, US

20.50.2.14

CN=*.azurewebsites.net

reportramzor.azurewebsites.net
S

13.69.68.16

MICROSOFT-CORPMSN-AS-BLOCK, US

CN=*.azurewebsites.net

ramzorfiles.z6.web.core.windows.net
S

20.60.130.33

MICROSOFT-CORPMSN-AS-BLOCK, US

CN=*.web.core.windows.net

ramzorapi.health.gov.il
S

20.105.139.154

MICROSOFT-CORPMSN-AS-BLOCK, US

CN=*.health.gov.il

go.gov.il
S

147.237.2.241

TEHILA-AS, IL

businessCategory=Government
Entity/jurisdictionC=IL/serialNumber=Government
Entity, C=IL, L=Jerusalem,
O=Government ICT Authority,
CN=go.gov.il

Table 17. Hostnames potentially contacted found in the app Ramzor_1.14.0.apk. SRC column is the
source of the information (S=Static analysis, D=Dynamic analysis).

indicates that ‘It is forbidden to make a screenshot of the screen in which the customer’s
personal information is listed’. 227
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• As part of tracking, the class com.ngsoft.ramzor.analytics.SendAnalyticsService apparently sends the following information:
– Amount of App Entrances
– Amount of Change Interests
– Amount of Create Green Pass
– Amount of Show Green Pass
– Amount of Change City
– Amount of Scan Vaccine Pass
– Amount of Scan Recovery Pass
– Amount of Scan Green Pass
– Amount of Verify Business Scan Pass
The tracking URL seems to be https://ramzorapi.health.gov.il/api/ReportRamzor,
which is hosted in Microsoft servers in the US. In this regard, the privacy policy states:
“The Ministry of Health will use the statistical information, by virtue of your consent to these
terms of use and the privacy statement, on the user settings you have selected and maintained
by the application for the purpose of improving and streamlining the services provided by the
application. The information shared with the Ministry of Health will not include details that can
identify the user and will not be passed on to third parties”
K.7

Summary

The app has important privacy deficiencies. It requests several sensitive permissions which are
not properly justified. For example, requesting access to the phone state only to check the mobile
number is excessive, since this permission also allows to access the status of any ongoing call being
made by the user. A major issue found is the lack of transparency of the app. Its source code is not
publicly available, and the APK is obfuscated and contains strong anti-analysis techniques, making
it difficult to conduct a reliable analysis.
Regarding its functionality when a business scans the certificate of a user, it will get the personal
ID and certificate status shown in the screen. This information will be eventually deleted and is
not stored in the busines’ device. However, they could simply get a screenshot or copy it by other
means. While doing this is forbidden in the privacy policy, it is not enforced.
The main server is hosted in the US, though according to the privacy policy there are safeguards
in place to guarantee the security and privacy of the data in transit.
Finally, we note that the app conducts tracking using custom code and on its own server (which
is, however, hosted by Microsoft in the US). This avoids the need to send user data to external
servers, but still gives the data to the government, which can therefore monitor the behavior of the
app users (e.g., to know when they change the city, or the number of times a certificate is being
scanned).

227 https://corona.health.gov.il/en/green-pass-lobby/biz-ramzor-app/
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

The analyses conducted on the COVID-19 applications, both in this report and during Phase I
of this project228 , reveal significant deficiencies in terms of transparency and privacy-by-design
in the majority of them. Based on the observations made during the analysis, we next provide
some general recommendations and provide, when possible, examples of apps implementing good
practices.
(1) Keep things simple. Various privacy concerns are caused by the fact that COVID apps
often combine a primary purpose of the app (i.e., contact tracing or immunity passport) with
extra services related to the pandemic. Some of such services require providing the app with
sensitive personal data, including geolocation, list of contacts, or documents stored in the
phone, which are not needed at all by the primary purpose. In addition, both primary services
(contact-tracing and immunity passports) should be released in separate apps to minimize
potential privacy risks. For example, contact-tracing might require access to location (if done
centrally, or to improve Bluetooth accuracy), whereas immunity passports might require
the collection of personal information such as national IDs (for identity proofing). Asking
for these two in combination might allow the service provider to track citizens easier and
will also augment the impact of potential function creeps. Privacy-by-design apps should
follow the principle of minimization, i.e., keeping things as small and simple as possible.
One example is the case of the CoronaCheck app (Netherlands), which provides vaccination
certificates, or the Coronavirus SUS (Brazil) for contact-tracing apps.
(2) Implement best privacy-by-default designs. The development of COVID apps requires
making choices on how to implement certain critical functions. In the case of contact tracing,
the best current practice is to use decentralized approaches such as the DP3T protocol. An API
to implement this design is available for most Android and iOS devices due to the agreement
between Google and Apple known as the Google and Apple Exposure Notification (GAEN)
protocol. If this approach is not used, the alternative should be clearly justified and described,
including what safeguards are in place for the potential privacy risk incurred. For example,
the Australian CovidSafe app chose to implement a centralized approach, using the Herald
Protocol. The justification is due to efficiency improvements of this protocol when conducting
proximity tracing by means of Bluetooth sensors. In the case of vaccination passports, there
are no standards on how to implement these with strong privacy guarantees. Indeed, the
provision of a health certificate which can be verified globally has many challenges from
the privacy perspective, since it relies on a trust model that allow scanners to verify health
status of the certificates, ideally without accessing health data records that might contain
private information. Accordingly, the development of such apps must opt for the less privacyintrusive option, considering also a trade-off between compatibility, compliance and usability,
and adopting other recommendations made in this report.
(3) Offer a transparent and verifiable design. Different from other applications, COVID apps
are intended to fight the pandemic, which in turn serves the society. The installation and
use of these apps might be mandatory for citizens to exercise their rights, e.g., freedom
of movement across the country. The development of these apps should not be conducted
under specific Intellectual Property restrictions, and the source code must be released for
its public scrutiny. Moreover, developers should avoid the usage of anti-analysis techniques
such as code obfuscation or emulator detection that obstruct analyses unless this is properly
justified. Only 6 out of 18 of the analyzed apps have published the source code. This should be
228 https://www.awo.agency/latest/covid-19-app-project/
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accompanied by a proper technical description of the apps’ behaviors. CovidSafe (Australia)
is an example of an app providing sufficient technical details about its design and internals.
Limit and control the use of third-party software. In many cases, developers rely on
third parties for the provision of development, usability, or other services, by means of
Software Development Kits (SDKs). The usage of third-party software might be justified, but
developers should carefully analyze which SDKs are used and the privacy consequences or
doing so. If an SDK is used, developers should put special effort into keeping these updated,
avoiding the implementation of unnecessary features that request dangerous permissions.
Also, if a third-party library or an online service requires access to sensitive data, or transfers
user data to third-party servers, this should be clearly declared in the privacy policy.
Avoid the implementation of tracking and monitoring capabilities. Tracking is a feature often used as part of a business operation plan. It allows app developers to understand
how users interact with the different app functions and also to identify the root cause of
software errors. However, tracking is a bad privacy practice since tracking data can be easily
abused, and should therefore be avoided. Also, the fact that tracking most commonly occurs
by means of third-party applications means that the tracking data might be available to
external entities. If developers need to conduct tracking, this should be done locally, and
also informing users in the privacy policy. For example, this is the case of the Ramzor app
(Israel). The best practice in this regard is to disable tracking by all means, as in the case of
CoronaCheck and Scanner-Voor-Coronacheck (Netherlands).
Minimize data collection, limit its usage, and offer informed consent. COVID apps
should collect as little information as possible to offer their services. In particular, passport
apps should collect only information that is strictly necessary to verify the user’s vaccination
status. Contact-tracing should be done using ephemeral identifiers that prevent user reidentification. Also, apps should clearly state the limitation of purpose of such information.
Users should have solid guarantees that information collected will not be used for purposes
other than those offered by the service. In particular, sensitive information should not be
shared with third parties. The apps should include a clear privacy policy that provide users
with all the information needed to make informed decisions about whether to use it or not. It
should also include information about how to opt out, the data sharing practices, how data is
protected, and any other standard element required by a privacy policy under regulations
such as the European GDPR.
Best security practices. Apps should be developed following the highest available standards to minimize security risks. We refer to official sources for best recommendations for
best-practices in terms of secure development.229 ,230 For example, all network connections
should rely on secure channels, i.e., data must be sent encrypted and sent to authenticated
servers. Also, the end-point servers that often provide cloud computing facilities should be
appropriately secured to prevent misuse.

229 https://developer.android.com/topic/security/best-practices
230 https://owasp.org/www-project-mobile-security/

